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Dormitory Ratings Rearranged After Meeting

Completion of the new Sooth Campos dorm will relieve possible overcrowding of college dormitories.
The new dorm will be Included in this year's housing lottery.
photo by Suwathin Phiansuntbon

Spring Concert Cancelled
by Staff Writers
Security
considerations,
parking problems, coordination
difficulties, and potentially large
financial losses contributed to the
decision to cancel the May 5 Pure
Prairie League—Pousette Dart
Band fieldhouse concert.
"It would not have been cancelled if we had thought that there
was even a possibility that it could
have been successful," commented
Director of Student Services
Charley McCarthy.
He announced his decision at a
Friday morning meeting attended
by student planning board
president Ken Feinswog, Dean of
Students David Winer, a student
government representative and
other student organizers.
In an official statement released
shortly after the Friday meeting,
the SGPB said that it regretted the
cancellation, adding that it was not
consulted in the decision.
"We are not pleased with the
administration's decision," said
Feinswog,. "A lot of work has now

been lost, We realize that there
were obstacles but they were not
insurmountable."
The SGPB had been planning
for a major spring concert since
last semester. In February, students
overwhelmingly approved a loan
from the student government
scholarship found to help finance
the concert.
Pure Prairie League and
Pousette Dart Band were chosen
from a list of over 60 possible
groups. The concert, which was
planned for a crowd of 2500, would
have been the largest at Trinity
since 1972.
The contract, received by
McCarthy on March 7 and signed
later that week, included a $7500
fee for Pure Prairie League, and a
large number of preparational
requirements. The Pousette Dart
Band contract, calling for $4,000 in
fees, was never signed.
SGPB had approximately
$18,000 budgeted for the concert,
including $15,000 in ticket sale
revenues and $3,000 in planning
board funds set aside for the
concert. 800 student tickets were to

Grants Awarded
This past week, three Trinity
seniors were awarded graduate
fellowships which will enable them
to continue their studies after
graduation from Trinity. All of the
grants were based on their rank in
class after seven semesters
The $800 W.H. Russell
Fellowship, awarded by the Faculty
for two years of graduate study was
given to Kathy L. Jabs. Jabs is a
biology major, and will use the
grant to aid in the funding of her
future studies in medical school.
Stephen L. Miller was chosen as
the alternate recipient of the
fellowship.

Also awarded by the faculty,
the H.E. Russell Fellowship of
$1800 was given to Scott L.
Goddin. He will use this two-year
grant to pursue the study of international relations at graduate
school. The alternate recipient was
Arthur W. Robinson HI.
Roger C. Zierau received the
two year $1800 Mary A Terry
Fellowship, awarded by President
Lockwood. A math and physics
major at Trinity, he will devote his
energies toward math in graduate
school. Gladys K. Dowd has been
chosen as the alternate.

be sold at $5.00 apiece, and 1700 to
be made available to the general
public at $7.50 apiece.
Before signing the contract,
McCarthy discussed its terms in a
meeting with Director of Institutional Affairs Thomas D. Lips,
Winer, and Feinswog. At that time,
according to McCarthy, the band's
stipulations seemed perhaps
"excessive," but it was agreed that
they could be met.
Citing his "responsibility" to
facilitate
students'
wishes,
McCarthy stated that the contract
was signed in "good faith, and all
the parties involved knew that. I
wouldn't have signed it if I didn't
think it was possible."
"Everyone was swept away at
what seemed to be a great idea,"
McCarthy added. When asked at a
subsequent SGA meeting why
physical problems were not
discussed before the contract was
signed, he said, "We signed
because we wanted to have a
concert. We could not have known
before then what was involved
because not until after we signed
was it necessary to find out."
After Spring Break, McCarthy
felt the need to "make sure that the
arrangements of the SGPB were, in
fact, satisfactory." He asked Peter
Bielak '78 and Dan Kehoe '78 to
serve as his "consultants" in the
planning of the concert.
Kehoe, Bielak, McCarthy, and
Feinswog met on April 11 to work
out a cooperative arrangement for
planning the concert. At the
meeting McCarthy said that he
"made clear" that he reserved the
right to cancel the concert at any
point he felt that its production was
impossible. Kehoe and Bielak
support McCarthy's contention.
However, members of the
planning board do not recall
cout. on p. 4

by Barbara Grossman
Complaints and confusion over
this year's new dorm ratings
brought Tina Dow, Director of
Residential Services, to last
Wednesday's SGA meeting. Dow
herself feels that the originally
published ratings did not correctly
correspond to actual dorm conditions.
She came to the student
government both to explain the
problem and to ask for suggestions
for a compromise. As a result, four
dorms (Jarvis, Elton, Jones, and
North Campus) will receive lower
ratings.
For many years, Trinity has
rated its dorms by using a purely
mathematical system. The lottery
number of the residents of each
dorm are averaged. It is that
average which determines the
dorm's rating.
The averages arrived at for all
the dorms are then divided into
four equal ranges. For example,
this year all dorms with average
numbers between 1-163 were made
A dorms, between 164-327 B
dorms, and so on.
Last year, Dow says, "students
outsmarted themselves. Many
rising juniors chose C and I) rated
housing, because they thought they
could get a dynamite room their
senior year. They didn't realize that
their low numbers would bring the
dorm rating up-and now they feel
they've been duped somehow."
The problem was especially
acute in dorms like Jarvis, which
have many freshmen and upperclassmen, but few sophomores.
Last year juniors and seniors used
their good numbers to get the tiny
singles to make up half of Jarvis
housing, while the remaining

doubles were occupied by incoming freshmen who had no
lottery numbers to help bring the
rating down.
Thus, the Jarvis rating was
determined entirely by the good
lottery numbers of hall of its
occupants. Elton, Jones, and North
Campus
presented
similar
problems.
Dow arrived at a compromise
solution for this year. All A and D
rated dorms will keep their ratings.
Any other dorm which received a
higher rating this year will have last
year's rating restored. Thus, Jarvis
and Elton have been lowered from
B to C, and Jones and North
Campus from C to D.
Dow admitted that since the
rating of several other dorms
(Cook and most of the apartment
buildings) had already been
lowered by the mathematical
system , "there will be a diluted C
and D pool." She feels that the new
ratings will still be more just, since
it will make students subject to the
lottery rather than unfair dorm
ratings.
South Campus presented
special problems. Dow made
important changes. First, when
determining the mathematical
rating, she treated each building as
a separate dorm. Previously, all of
South Campus had been treated as
one unit. She found that Smith is
less popular than the other two
buildings, and gave it a B rating.
Jackson and Sheaton remain A
rated.
However, as promised last
September, the rating of much of
South Campus has been adjusted
because of the construction.
Rooms directly facing the concont. on page 2

i

SGPB President Ken Feinswog at a late Sunday night SGA meeting.
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Quad Planning Slated
by Dick Dahling
The long-awaited tree planting
on the Quad will soon be started.
According to Kiel S. Crandall,
Director of Buildings and Grounds,
the original delay that occurred as
a result of bad weather in the
Midwest coupled with a further
delay due to the closing of a county
road in Illinois has kept everyone
guessing as to when the trees would
arrive.
However, the weather and road
problems have now been
alleviated, and the trees should
start arriving by truck sometime
this week. The entire planting
should take no more than two
weeks, which should have the
project completed by May 12th at
the latest.
The trees are being planted to
replace elms lost through Dutch
Elm Disease. The new trees will be
seedless ash, each being about 6
inches in diameter at the time of
planting. They will be placed in two
rows perpendicular to the Long
Walk, branching out to form a

Prof. Mary Daly delivers a Iectnre on the meta ehtics of radical

circle around Bishop Brownell.
Both the new ash, and existing elms
will be intermixed to form this
pattern.
Also, certain places on the
Long Walk will be repaired, as
there are a number of spots where
the original 1890's concrete has
chipped and worn through. The
original plan to replace the entire
Long Walk had been delayed
indefinitely due to the large expenditure involved.
The Washington D.C. firm of
Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill had
developed an overall campus
landscaping plan. The plan is still
tentative, and if approved will be
implemented on an extended basis
consisting of several years.
At this point, the plan is being
reviewed by members of the administration. As of now, nothing
has been approved or deleted from
the general ideas provided by the
architects. Whatever the outcome
of the long-range plan, the mere
fact that some type of general plan

exists will make it easier to specify
what areas of the campus need
landscaping whenever alumni,
friends, or others wish to donate
any trees or similar type plantings,
A high priority area ia Central
Campus, bounded by Mather Hall,
Austin Arts Center, and the
Clement Chemistry building,
According to Crandall, any
specific plans will have to take into
account the many power lines and
sewage drains that are built under
the ground between Mather Hall
and Austin Arts Center.
Any levelling of the ground or
planting could be very expensive it
any existing sewers or electrical
lines should have to be relocated.
The formulation of concrete
plans, in addition to the allocation
of funds will necessarily take time;
so at this pointthe planting of the
ash trees on the Quad and repair of
the Long Walk are the only imminent major landscaping improvements.

feminism last Thursday in McCook Antitoriunt. photo by Myron Cudz

Dow Rearranges Dormitory Ratings

cont. from p. 1
struction site have been lowered to
a D rating. Others have besn given'
B and C ratings. Certain rooms
which do not face the construction,
but which receive more noise than
others will be rated B minus and C
minus, giving them slight priority
over others in their rating group.
Dow does not like the current
rating system. She noted that, while
using the mathematical system
Jarvis rated a B plus, "subjectively
it's a B minus at best," Next year
she hopes to develop a more
subjective rating system, and to
begin an annual review of the
lottery.
This year's revised ratings, as
well as the proposal to review the
lottery, were unanimously approved by the student government.
Dean Winer, who also attended
the meeting, raised the problem of
the new dorm. The dorm is
scheduled to be completed at the
end of August, but there may be a
delay of a week to a month after
school opens.
This year, by placing students in
Elton and North Campus triples,
arid by using several lounges and
studies as bedrooms, Trinity is able
to house 1500'Students. When the
hew dorm is completed, this
overcrowding will no longer be
necessary, and an additional fortyseven students could be housed,
bringing the total to 1547.
• Thus, if current rooming
conditions remain the same, and if
the new dorm is not completed,
there will be a shortage of beds
only if more than 1500 students live
on campus next year.
Still, the administration must
decide whether or not to include
the new dorm in the lottery this
week. Dean Winer suggested
several solutions, among them
having new dorm residents live
temporarily in dorms at Hartford
Hospital. Most SGA members did
not favor this plan.
SGA members agreed on
certain points. All felt that it should
be assumed that the new dorm will
not be ready in September, and
that a contingency plan should be
made. While residence in the new
dorm is desirable as soon as
possible, all work, both inside and
out, should be completed before
students move in, to prevent
vandalism.
Many members favored leaving
-the.new dorm out of the lottery,
and establishing a waiting list for
rooms there. As upperclassmen
moved into the new dorm, freshmen could be moved out of
crowded triples into more desirable

rooms.
Dow explained that such a plan
might encourage an unusually large
number of students to live offcampus. Too many empty beds
would cut deeply into the
Residential Services budget, and
students would feel the loss
through reduced maintenance and
less new lounge furniture.
Another proposal was to set up
a double lottery, giving each
person who chose a room in the
new dorm an alternate room
elsewhere. Dow felt this was
altogether impractical since 97
rooms would have to be reserved as
alternates.
After much discussion, many
SGA members began to favor the

idea of temporary on-campus
Residence
overcrowding. The new dorm, they
felt, should be included in the
lottery, and temporary housing
Allen East
D
provided for residents. It was felt,
Allen
West
D
that since the problem would only
c
Cook
•
exist for a short period, the temD
porary use of triples and perhaps 78-80 Crescent
housing students in suite living Allen East
D
rooms would not be a great hard- Allen West
D
ship.
Cook
C
Before the meeting ended, 78-80 Crescent
D
Dean Winer reminded the 82-84 Crescent
D
government that the new dorm 92-100 Crescent
D
may be completed on time, in increscent
C
which case there will not be? a Elton:
C
housing problem. He also stressed Goodwin
A
that no definite plans can be made Jackson
A
until he and Dow consult other
(under review)
members of the administration.

by Eric Samuelson
"The United Nations is
definitely the most powerless
organization
on
earth...but
probably also the most influential
organization on earth," declared
Secretary Robert Muller, Director
of Inter-Agency Affairs at the UN,
as he addressed a group of visiting
Trinity students on April 14th. This
paradox was one insight which
emerged from a field trip organized
by Dr. Albert Gastmann's International Politics class to
examine the daily working and
functions of the United Nations.
The group arranged the trip
around three presentations by UN
officials:
a talk on UN
organizational structure and
purposes, a discussion of UNICEF
and the upcoming Year of the
Child, and a briefing on nuclear
disarmament.
Leaving Trinity shortly after
eight o'clock Friday morning, the
class arrived at the United Nations
before noon to hear the first two
presentations and then broke for
lunch before meeting at the United
States mission to hear the briefing
on nuclear disarmament and
American foreign policy.
The first presentation was Sec.
Muller's talk explaining the functions and purposes of the United
Nations. Mr. Muller, who has held
a number of important UN posts,
came to New York as a young man
shortly after the UN was founded
thirty years ago, and has worked
there ever since. He emphasized
the climate of warfare and national
rivalry in which the United Nations
was born, and pointed out how
much the organization has grown,
from 51 members in 1946 to 149
members in 1977.
"These facts reflect1 the 'purposes'

of the UN: to keep the peace and to
aid in the social and economic
growth of the developing countries
of the world Mr. Muller said that,
although the United Nations has no
formal power to enforce its
decisions or raise funds without the
support of member nations, it has
made contributions to settling
border disputes and other international conflicts as well as
providing research and aid to the
developing nations. He pointed out
ahtat 85% of UN resources are
devoted not to politics, but to the
study and alleviation of socioeconomic problems.
A third area of UN concern is
the environment. It has increased
its work on environmental
problems since the Stockholm
Conference on the Human Environment in 1972 which registered
a warning on the growing danger of
worldwode
pollution.
This
produced a rapid reaction in many
nations and has contributed to the
search for global solutions to
energy
and
environmental
questions. Mr. Muller concluded
by expressing the belief that a new
consciousness is emerging to
strengthen humane concern for
international cooperation on many
global problems.
Mrs. Sheila Barry spoke on
UNICEF programs and the upcoming "Year of the Child" (1979).
The UN Children's Fund, founded
in 1946, is familiar to many people
through its Halloween and
Christmas fund raising programs.
It works in over one hundred
countries and distributes ninetyeight million dollars in aid.
UNICEF programs concentrate on
training and services in health,
nutrition, and education for
children'. The "Year of the Child"

Rating
High Rise
Jarvis
Jones Hall
194 New Britain Avenue
216 New Britain Avenue
Northam
North Campus
Seabury
Wheaton
(under review)
(under
review)
Woodward
A
90-92 Vernon
D
Suites at southern-most ends
of Smith and Wheaton D

Students Confer at UN

Mr. Hirsch stressed the importance
of public support in order for
President Carter and the Congress
to make progress in negotiating the
SALT II agreement.
April will witness the meeting
At the United States Mission, of a New England Student Conthe group had a briefing and ference on Arms Control and
question period with Mr. John Disarmament, to be held at
Hirsch, who is a staff expert on Dartmouth
College
with
nuclear disarmament. He spoke on representatives from more than
his work in relation to the Special thirty colleges including Trinity
UN Session on Disarmament set for attending.
Mav-June of 1978.
The UN trip, co-sponsored by
Initiated by the developing the World Affairs Association,
countries to put pressure on the marked the culmination of a week
Soviet Union and the United of activities including a speaker on
States, the Special Session will i n t e r n a t i o n a l
economic
explore plans for total disar- development and the showing of
mament and the problems of the film "Failsafe," on the subject
nuclear proliferation and testing of nuclear war.

will develop programs to promote
national concern and policies on
children, particularly the 350
million undernourished children in
developing countries.

Dona* Shalsla lecture* on national urban policy.
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Marimow
Nabs Pulitzer

by Ellen Sherman
"My first student to win a forced to incriminate him.
Horrified by the accounts of
Pulitzer," Hugh Ogden exclaimed
looking at the biographical sketch police and detective coercion they
of William K. Marimow which had uncovered in the Wilkinson
appeared in The New York Times case, Marimow and Neumann
continued their investigations and
April 18th.
Marimow
and Jonathan subsequently discovered that such
Neumann-both staff writers for practice was routine in the
The Philadelphia Inquirer-were Philadelphia Police Department.
Marinow
and Neumann
jointly awarded the highly coveted
gold medal for public service in published a four-part series last
journalism.
M a r i m o w ' s April, "The Homicide Files," which
achievement marks the second detailed "a pattern of beatings,
consecutive year a Trinity alumnus threats of violence, intimidation,
has won a Pulitzer; in 1977, George coercion and knowing disregard
F. Will '62 was honored for for constitutional rights in the
interrogation of homicide suspects
commentary.
Marimow, 30 years old, began and witnesses."
The two reporters were inhis newspaper career at The
Philadelphia Bulletin. He joined strumental in the conviction of six
detectives,
the
The Inquirer in 1972 and was the homicide
labor writer before becoming inedictment of several policemen,
active on the City Hall beat. City and the eventual reversal of the
Hall is the place for alert and Wilkinson conviction. ' They are
energetic reporters to be in still probling police violence in the
Philadelphia as Marimow and city with significant results.
Genuine spring weather brought crowds to the Quad, for the first day of serious outdoor fooling around,
Marinow was an English major
Neumann soon demonstrated; the
Friday.
photo by Scott M. Leventhal ethically
suspect Rizzo ad- at Trinity.
Ogden, who had Marimow in
ministration is a hotbed deserving
his American literature class his
of exploration.
The first focus of their ex- first year teaching at Trinity,
Freshman courses have been ploration was an investigation into remembers him as an excellent
lecture is sponsored by the Classics
Department and the Friends of Art. designed as a bridge to college the conviction of Robert student and a sensitive young man.
Professor Pollitt, who studied at level work with high school Wilkinson, a mentally retarded
Four nationally recognized
He graduated in the class of
scholars of educational theory will Yale and Columbia Universities, is students in mind. They include auto mechanic who had been 1969. 1969 was a landmark year for
take part in a day-long symposium the author of The Art of Greece dance, economics, engineering, found guilty of five murders. The Trinity: President Lockwood
on "John Dewey and his New and the Art of Rome in the Sources English (writing) and mathematics. reporters
discovered
that became the fifteenth president of
Sessions will be Monday, June Wilkinson had been brutally forced the college, and the first year
Critics" at Trinity College on and Documents in the History of
Art series and, most recently, of 26 through Friday, August 4. The to confess. Six neighbors had been women matriculated.
Friday, April 28.
The discussants will be: Art and Experience in Classical Trinity College Bulletin for the
Reginald Archambault of Brown Greece, published by the Cam- summer session is available by
calling 527-3151, ext. 321.
University, Walter Feinberg of the bridge University Press.
Fifteen interns from Vermont's cluding the "bottle bill" that served
Unversity of Illinois, Henry
state legislature will spend three as a model for Connecticut's new
Perkinson of New York University,
days studying Connecticut's "bottle law."
Students
contemplating General Assembly this week. They
and Michael Simmons, Jr. of
Professor McKee said, "We are
Pre-Registration for the summer study for which they wish
SUNY/ Buffalo.
will
begin
their
visit
to
Hartford
by
delighted
that our friends from
Discussion sessions will take Christmas Term (Fall) 1978 will be transfer credit at Trinity College attending the annual banquet of Vermont are coming to Conon
Thursday
and
Friday,
April
27should
obtain
the
"Application
for
place at 10:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. in
the Trinity College Legislative necticut. This past February, we
Wean Lounge of Trinity's Mather 28, 1978, according to the Credit for Work in Other Colleges Internship Program on Wed»- spent three days observing Veralphabetical
schedule
mailed
by
or
Programs"
from
either
the
Office
Campus Center. A reception will
mont's state legislature, and it was
the Registrar's Office to all of Educational Services & Records nesaay, April 26, 1978.
follow the afternoon session.
After a series of formal a very rewarding experience.
students. Any student planning to or the Registrar's Office.
briefings on the Trinity campus,
The Vermont legislature is
The symposium, which is free withdraw voluntarily for the
they will spend Thursday and classified as a 'citizen legislature'
and open to the public, is spon- Christmas Term should file a
Friday observing proceedings in while Connecticut's General
sored by Trinity's Education "Notice of Withdrawal" with the
There will be a reception in
Department.
Registrar's Office by pre- honor of retiring faculty and staff the House and Senate. During Assembly is a 'party legislature.'
these observatriions, they will meet
Because the contrasts between
For further
information, registration. All students who are on Wednesday, May 3, in Hamlin with legislative leaders and staff ihe two legislative bodies are sharp
expecting
to
continue
at
Trinity
Hall. All faculty, staff, and ad- personnel. While in Hartford, they and significant, they provide excontact Dr. Ronald Goodenow at
Trinity College, 527-3153, ext. 331. next term must pre-register on ministration are invited.
will stay at Trinity College as cellent real environments for the
time. Students who will be parAmong the honorees are Prof. guests of the Trinity College in- study of politics and government."
ticipating in the Barbieri Cen- Roy Dath of the Physical
Because the Vermont students
ter/Rome Campus for the Fall Education Department; Prof. terns.
Professor
Clyde
McK.ee,
have
been using a new book
Term 1978 should not pre-register Samuel Hendel of the Political
Director of the Trinity College prepared by Trinity College on the
on
April
27-28
but
will
be
sent
Science Department; and John Legislative Internship Program, is General Assembly, they will have a
Until 5:00 p.m. on Wednesday,
Mason, Assistant to the President working with Professor William good understanding of the ConApril 26,1978, a student may elect registration materials separately.
for Alumni Affairs.
to receive a letter grade in a course
Doyle, Political Scientist at necticut General Assembly before
that he or she is presently taking on(
Also to be honored are Charles Johnson State College coor- they arrive. Chapters in the book
Perspectives of a State Legislature
a Pass/ Fail basis. Notice must be
Paul, Technician; Amelia Silvestri, dinating the study tour.
The annual Honors Day Associate Director of the News
given on a timely basis to the
Professor Doyle is also a senior were written,by prominent leaders
Registrar's Office. No course may ceremony will be held at 1:30 pjn. Bureau;
Sonya
Sydorak, senator in the Vermont legislature of the legislature, key staff persons,
now be converted from a letter on Wednesday, May 10. This is a Technician; Jean van Heiningen, who has been influential in the and prominent critics.
grade to the Pass/ Fail system of day when many prizes and other secretary to the Dean of the passage of much of Vermont's
Over 10,000 copies of the book
awards are presented to the student Faculty; and Margaret Zartarian, environmental legislation, in- have been distributed free of
grading.
body by
Publications Assistant.
charge to Connecticut citizens.
The annual Honors Day
ceremony will be held at 1:30 p.m.
Tonight, Tuesday April 25, on Wednesday, May 10. This is a
1978, at 8:15 p.m. in the Goodwin day when many prizes and other
directly responsible to the director. technical expertise required before
by Anne Briglia
Theater of the Austin Arts Center, awards are presented to the student
During the course of her in- one can be creative is great.
Melissa Lover, who felt that she
there will be an illustrated lecture body by various departments. Most "needed a break" from the or- ternship, Lover researched and
Lover differentiated between
by Professor Jerome J. Pollitt of of the prizes are described on pages dinary routine of school work, wrote the script for "247-2422," a the type of learning that goes on in
Yale University on "The Per- 233ff of the Catalogue. Students decided to do an internship at documentary dealing with the school and the type of learning she
sonality in Greek Portraiture." The interested in any awards should Connecticut Public Television problems faced by the elderly. The gained from her internship. For
contact appropriate department or (CPTV) last semester. Now the script opened and ended the show, Lover, one of the most rewarding
faculty members that are indicated. sophomore Theatre Arts major is a which allowed viewers to comment aspects of her internship was being
The TRINITY TRIPOD, Vol.
free lance production assistant for upon the sjbject by calling in while able to apply immediately what she
76, Issue 23, April 25, 1978.
learned to her job.
it was on the air,
the station.
The TRIPOD is published
She said she liked her inShe was also the production
Because of her interest in
A varied and flexible selection
weekly on Tuesdays, except
ternship
because she could see theL
assistant
for
a
pilot
I'll
Do
It,
an
Communication
and
Theatre
Arts,
of courses will be offered during
vacations,
during
the
results
of
learning on. the job right
Melissa opted to follow the educational program directed at 3
the summer session at Trinity.
academic year. Student
away,
something
which is noi_
to
5
year
olds
which
may
be
Production
Techniques
internship
Graduate courses offered are
subscriptions are included in
possible with the type of learning
broadcasted
nationally.
at
CPTV.
The
crew
to
which
she
applicable
toward
the
Master
of
the student activities fee;>
Melissa found the internship at that goes on. in school.
Arts degree. They include belonged was comprised of paid
other subscriptions are $12.00
Presently, she is now free
CPTV
was more of a challenge
interns
as
well
as
two
other
Trinity
economics,
education,
English,
per year. The TRIPOD is,
French, history, Latin literature students, seniors Olivia Brown and than anything she had done before lancing for CPTV.' Although she
printed by the 'Palmer Journal
at Trinity. She said that thus far her still has some of the same
and
classical
civilization, Gail Zelman.
Register, Palmer, Mass., and
concentrastion
in Theatre Arts has responsibilities she did during her
Lover's
first
responsibility,
a
job
philosophy,
political
science,
published at Trinity College,
been
on
the
artistic
side, citing for internship, she has acquired some
MPN
assigned
to
all
new
interns,
was
to
religion, Spanish and theatre arts.
Hartford, Connecticut, under
example
her
acting,
rather than on others. She has casted extras for
learn
how
to
operate
a
vidifont,
a
Credit
courses
for
unthe Act of March 3, 1879.
Theatre In America, operated the
its
technical
aspects.
device
which
produces
the
letdergraduates include chemistry',
Advertising rates are $2.10 per
vidifont for the Aetna tennis
The
production
internship
at
tering
and
numbering
for
scores
classical civilization, dance,
column inch, $37" per quarter
tournament, and now runs the
CPTV,
however,
was
much
more
and
titles
which
appear
on
TV
page, $72 per half page, and
economics, engineering, English,
cameTa for a Sunday morning
technically
oriented.
Melissa
screens.
Later,
she
acted
as
a
floor
5128 for a full-page.
mathematics, philosophy and
•
• i • < i.t
manager for .several shows and, was. emphasized^ that, ( the level , pf show-. •
religion.
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Concert Cancelled Amid Disagreements
cont. from p. 1
According to Kehoe, Garafolo
McCarthy's warning. They claim reCominended at the meeting of th
that McCarthy stressed a May 1 19th that the entire campus be
deadline for the completion of all sealed off on the night of the
plans for the concert. Feinswog concert. This caused security
claims that the SGPB could have estimates to skyrocket, and the
met a May 1 deadline with no anticipated parking problem to be
problems.
aggravated.
Over the weekend of the 15-16,
The original budget estimates
Bielak and Kehoe "went over the allowed for 6-7 Hartford police to
contract and made lists of exactly be hired in addition to student and
what was to be done or provided. Trinity security guards. By the
We understood that we were to 19th, that number had risen to 30,
make recommendations to the according to the recommendations
SGPB." They drew Up a list of 35 by Garafolo, calling for an increase
things which needed to be taken of approximately $4,000.
care of before the concert. "SGPB
Fire safety restrictions and
should have done this long before space problems in the fieidhouse
we were called in," stressed Kehoe. were among the problems posed by
On Tuesday, April 18, seating arrangements. In addition,
McCarthy asked Bielak to accept the lack of any readily accessible
the position of concert coordinator bathroom facilities necessitated the
for the Student Services Office. use of portable toilets.
Bielak accepted the post, and
The Wednesday meeting also
Kehoe was appointed satge convinced administrators that the
manager.
concert would cost over $20,000.
The two drew up a rough Both Bielak and Kehoe combudget and;an exact time schedule mented that, as discussions
for the evening of the concert, in progressed, things got "bigger and
preparation for a March 19 bigger. It looked like a financial
meeting with the planning board, disaster-and the students lose
McCarthy, Al Garafolo, director of either way."
security, and Riel Crandall,
"Safety," said Winer, "is my
director of buildings and grounds. primary concern; money is
The meeting, which Kehoe secondary." He continued, "We are
claims was the first formal one
. .
„
_.
. „ , , responsible for 1800 students; I will
between all parties, was mtended n o t t a k e t h e risk o f
'
to agree upon the exact people in the fieidhouse. There are
requirements or the successful only seven fire doors, and no easy
y
production of the concert and to
- ^
I
kkind
i
o{
determine the department's abihty. e
LatemThursday night, April 20,
to meet those requirements.
, , ,
.
. , McCarthy decided to cancel the
Feinswog left the meeting with C O J l c e r t T h e d e c i s i o n w a s m a ( J e
the conviction that everything was ^
h e conferred ^
President
going smoothly. Others present, L o c k w o o d i B i e , a k a n d K e h o e i
however, began to have serious W i n e r i C r a n d a ] , a n d G a r a f o l o .
misgivings about the practicability . T h e s i t u a t i o n w a s a p o t e n t i a l
of the concert after the meeting. d i s a s t e r > , M c C a r t h s a i d
I1The

.

-

^Ihroom^sa^ McCarthy,: "and

fo h > ^

I

^ . ^y
: i it 4 tJon _ l t
k i n d of situa

t Q h a n d i e Ms

we were really checkmg out w a s s i m , ( o o b j for u $ ; ,
facilities, that the concert fell
O
On Friday afternoon, McCarthy
^ bamr,
t
t h r o u g h ' Both Winer and s e n t a t e ,,
to
McCarthy,
f o m i
h i m of the decision
McCarthy, using
using information
information m
m f o m i
h i m of
supplied by Bielak and Kehoe,
cited parking, security, seating
Feinswog was told of the
problems, and difficulties meeting cancellation at the ^Friday morning
the stipulations of the contract as meeting. He said, "I had no reason
major trouble areas.
to believe that this would happen."

He felt that there had been a
sudden turnaround on the part of
the administration
between
Wednesday and Friday. Feinswog
does not believe that this turnaround was justified.
He maintained that while
"physical problems do exist, they
could have been overcome." He
felt that the administration was
boing "over cautious." Both
Feinswog and McCarthy indicated
that in phone conversations the
band's agent seemed willing to
compromise on contract terms.
This "flexibility" was one of the
things that led Feinswog to believe
that the concert could be put on.
However, McCarthy felt that the
college could not have met the
terms of the contract well enough
to insure that the band would not
refuse to play at the last minute*
When the decision was made,
SGPB had not yet received final
approval from the city for their
seating plan. The only seating plans
had been drawn up by Mike
Brennan
'78, for McCarthy.
Brennan's plan calculations indicated that 2500 people could not
be seated in the field house in
compliance with fire regulations.
Arrangements to rent the stage
and extra sanitary facilities had not
been completed. No students had
been definitely lined up to man
security posts, to set up seats, or to
move concert equipment.
However, Feinswog asserts that
this would have been taken care of
by May 1.
The SGPB feels that underlying
the administration's decision is a
fear of a "bad element" that might
be drawn to campus by the concert. "They have had 4,000 people
for football games, ." Feinswog
said. "Their .conception of a rock
concert is different from that of
most students. They fear that the
crowd control problem will be
more difficult."
In"taking extra precautions, the
administrators claim that they were
trying to avoid a repetition of
problems which occurred in the
1972 concert, when a door was

The Ataabfe feast..
Now you can visit us at our
own place. Enjoy good, fresh •
healthy food - lovingly prepared.

STUFFED WHOLE WHEAT PITTA
SANDWICHES
QUICHES * GREEK SPINACH PIE
HOMEMADE SOUPS
'MOIST
CARROT CAKE
• FRESH FRUIT MILKSHAKES
And much, much more
/Ns/\
N

"I*

The Most Luxurious
PIZZAS In Town!

this Ad:
Hot Greek Spinach Pie

only 6G*
• 114 New Britain Ave. Hartford
(Corner of Broad Street)

524-O86s6
: ^»k^i0K&«a^©6^iei-

ripped off the field house, there
was gate crashing, and other
disturbances.
McCarthy notes that when the
college puts its name to a contract,
the administration undertakes a
"large responsibility." "We cannot
endanger concert goers, who when
they buy a ticket assume that
everything is taken care of, or
those on campus who aren't at the
concert."
In a meeting that lasted over
2'/2 hours on Sunday night,
members of the planning board,
Winer, McCarthy, and Bielak and
Kehoe discussed and debated the
cancellation with SGA members.
There, the SGPB stressed its
dissatisfaction with the fact that it
was not consulted in, the final
decision. In addition, Feinswog
noted that "money has already
been spent." The activities fee is
totally under the control of the
students, he said.
Bill Reichman '79, speaking for
the SGPB, contested the idea that
the concert was financially unfeasible. He described the $2022,000 administration figure as
"exaggerated," adding that the

planning board had money «m
away" that administrators were not
aware of.
Winer and McCarthy maintained that neither the financial
nor the "criminal element"
considerations were primary in the
decision. According to Winer, it
was a "function of too many bodies
in a closed space. It doesn't make
a difference who you have in there,
jailbirds or nuns, Ivy League
students or community college
students." Said McCarthy, "to put
it on in the fieidhouse is not only
impossible, it is ludicrous."
Members of the SGPB and
administrators are now trying to set
up some sort of replacement
concert, possibly featuring Pure
Prairie League. Any decision,
along with the refund policies for
the cancelled concert, will be
announced later this week.
The Concert Cancellation story
was compiled and written by
Tripod staffers Barbara Grossman,
Alice O'Connor, Howard Sherman
and Andrew Walsh.

SGA Constitution

cost of that event. The fine will
cont. from p. 8
then be placed in the Contingency
the chairperson in that officer's
fund.
absence, and write letters of
6) If an organization appeals a
warning and expulsion to those
Budget Committee decision to the
Committee members who have
SGA, then Budget Committee
failed to satisfy attendance remembers will be allowed to take
quirements.
part in any SGA vote concerning
3. Both officers shall be elected that appeal. AH organizations have
by majority vote.
the right of appeal to the SGA
e) A quorum shall consist of concerning Budget Committee defive-sevenths of the Committee cisions.
membership at any given time.
k) From time to time budgeted
f) A majority approval is needed organizations may feel that addifor the passage of a motion
tional allocations (in excess of that „
g) A quorum is not needed which was allocated for an annual
when the Committee is considering budget) are necessary. The Budget
the approval of an even the cost of Committee will hear appeals for
which is already within that event's such allocations during the year
sponsor's budget.
and will judge each individual
h) The Budget Committee shall appeal on its own merits. Groups
hold meetings no less than bi- coming to the Budget Committee
weekly. No official meeting may be with a request for an additional
convened without a quorum. All allocation should:
Budget Committee meetings are
1) have an itemized presentaopen to the public. If, however, the
tion of the extra expenses
'
Committee shall give five-sevenths
2) present the date, time,
approval, the Committee may hold
location, and descriptio of the event
a closed meeting.
that requires the extra money.
i) Any student group seeking to
3) present an explanation of why
use college facilities on a temporthe costs were not included in
ary basis may appeal to the Budget
the original budget.
Committee for financial backing as
1) When allocating budgets in
an ad-hoc activity. Recognition of
the spring, granting requests for
ad-hoc status will be granted by the
ad-hoc status, and granting extra
Budget Committee if it is within the
funds from contingency the Budget
Committee's power to finance that
Committee will take the following
group. The Committee will decide
into account:
,
upon the amount of financing to be
1) overall benefit to the college
given to an ad-hoc group on a
community
case-to-case basis.
2) uniqueness and freshness of
j) When presenting an event to
the programs intended
the College community which is
3) complete adherence to the
financed through the Budget
Committee' s procedural guidelines
Committee, an organization shall;
4) attempts to work with other
if the event's projected cost
student organizations in planning
exceeds 100.00 dollars:
events
1) bring an organized estimate
5) overall benefit to the Hartof the events projected expenditure
ford community
ot the Budget Committee.
6) expense of the program
2) If the event's cost is within intended
the organization's budget, the
7) apparent dedication of the
Committee shall grant approval for organization
'the presentation of the event.
ARTICLE XII: Amendments
3) The sponsoring organization
Section 1. All SGA members
shall then proceed in that manner must be notified in writing no less
which it feels to be the most than one week prior to the
effective in the presentation of the consideratio of proposed amendapproved event.
ments to this constitution.
4) The Budget Committee
Section 2: Proposed amendmakes the assumption that groups ments to this constitution shall take
sponsoring events will use common effect upon the approval of twosense in the scheduling of events so thirds of the SGA membershin.
as to avoid any conflicts with . NOTEs An all school referenduiK
previously scheduled events.
wlll be held at preregistratton on
5) If a group fails to follow the Thursday and Friday. At that tln««
above procedure in presenting an this Constitution will be vote*
event, the event will still be upon. SGA will entertain amend
allowed to occur, but the Budget ments to this proposed Coastitrati.; '
Committee will fine the event's on Wednesday at 9:30 pm '
t
sp,oi)springijorganizati^n!50!% of the,.,, Alumni Lounge. All are WelcoAe-
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Roof Collapse

by Julie P. Johnson
While the probe into the
collapse of the Hartford Civic
Center Colesium roof continues to
get more and more complicated,
the problem of funding the roof's
reconstruction lingers on.
The colesium, now operated by
the city, originally cost $17 million
to construct. The insurance policy
(Traveler's Insurance has the major
portion of the account) covers $24
million in damages with $100,000
deductable.
"Since no one foresaw anything
'. ke the roof collapse, the $24
million policy was sufficient," said
John Robertson, a member of the
Public Relations staff at the Civic
Center. Unfortunately, faced with
rising construction costs and the
improvements proposed for the
new colesium, the cost for
reconstruction is now estimated at
between $23.2 million to 28.8
million.
These figures are estimates
made as of March 31, 1978 by the
various designers
planning
reconstruction.
In addition to the actual cost of
rebuilding the roof, the Civic
Center estimated a $1.6 million
deficit resulting from lost business.
In order to obtain the extra
funds needed for the new roof,
local businessmen have appealed
to the State Legislature. In a
legislative package presented to
Governor Grasso and State
lawmakers in late March, the
businessmen's requests include:
•Mrs. Grasso's proposed $5
million in State bonding for re
placement of the colesium roof;
"Legislation giving Hartford the
power to use 4.5 percent of the 7
percent state sales tax on hotel
rooms (about $350,000 annually) to
finance the Greater Hartford Convention and visitor's Bureau. Because the Bureau had been partly
subsidized by dmission tax receipts
from colesium events, it is losing
much of its funding;
•Clearance from the legislature
to set up an independent authority
to run the Civic Center. The
authority would retain dry employees, lease the colesium from the
city, and would issue construction
and revenue bonds without a
referendum.

These proposals are still under
consideration by the legislature.
Democratic Rep. David La vine
feels the city should get the state
bonds, but is unsure about the tax
changes and the plan for an independent authority to run the
Civic Center.
While this legislation is being
debated, the Civic Center has been
promoting several events in an
ateempt to make up for cancelled
events at the coliseum. la recent

Picking Up the Pieces
months they have promoted a
Count Basey Jazz Concert and the
Clancy Brothers, both at the
Hartford Jai Alai Fronton.
The Jai Alai Fronton, in the
midst of financial problems itself, is
happy to have the events in their
facility. The Civic Center leases
the building and advertises the
events. "Usually we hire someone
to promote concerts for the Civic
Center, but by promoting them
ourselves we cut out the middle

man and make money," explained
John Robertson.
In addition, many Civic Center
workers, half of whom were layed
off when the roof collapsed, were
put back to work for the events at
the Jai Alai Fronton.
Although the advertisements
for both events stated that
proceeds were to "Help rebuild a
bigger and better coliseum," the
funds do not go directly toward
reconstruction. The events were

mainly an effort to offset the deficit
resulting from the cancellations of
concerts at the coliseum.
By using the idea of reconstruction of the roof, the Civic
Center hoped to gain patrons who
might not otherwise attend the
concerts. The jazz concert was not
a money maker yet, the Clancy
Brothers were a success. Upcoming
events at the Fronton include a
symphony concert on April 29 and
Steve Martin on May 4.

Mural To Come Down

photo by Susan Taylor

Michael G. Borders, an being removed at the reqoest of a
Farnungton developer who plans to add a six-story addition to either
side of Us newly-acqofaed baJIding. The moral will go into
warehouse storage.
Borders has organised a nmnber of protests In rapport of Ms
moral, churning H was created for the spot and Its effect wooM be
destroyed If moved.

For the sake of a few yards of real estate, a Qve-Btory high moral alt
the corner of Asylum and Trombafl Streets downtown Is being
dismantled and pot away Ala weekend and next.
Also to be movecl Is the former Isle of Safety bus shelter, wHeh
was moved from anoifeer downtown location last year aad now
serves as aflowerandfirott stand hi warm months.
The shelter and moral, which was created at a cost of $60,000 by

Play Day: Not an Ordinary Celebration
by Gary Abramson
Unique, creative and likely to
be a memorable day of fun and
games, Play Day is not an ordinary
celebration. Children and adults of
all backgrounds and areas of
Hartford, perhaps as many as
12,000 of them will be spending the
day together playing "new games,"
based on a recreational concept
which stresses enjoyment instead
°f competition.
"Play fair, play hard, nobody
hurt," reads the motto for Play
°ay, the city-wide event to be held
in Bushnell Park this Sunday. The
new approach drew 8,000 people to
Play Day's debut in Hartford last
May,
Winning is not the goal of the
games, and talent or special skill is
not a prerequisite for participation.
Rather the philosophy behind Play
D
»y is to create games which bring
People together
and
enc
ourageplaying simply to have a
good time.
Participants in Play Day may
Jj"d some ..old,.-games, they, have,-

known since childhood adapted to
the onon-competitive spirit of the
event. Volleyball, for instance, may
be played with only one team, the
object becoming to keep a six foot
high ball in the air and pass it over
the-net for as long as possible. ••
The source of much of the
innovation is a California-based
organization called New Games,
and a man named Bernard
DeKoven, owner of the National
Game Preserve in Pennsylvania, a
barn he converted into a site of
new games. Dekoven has been
hired to train the referees for Play
Day and organize the game
playing.
Coordinating Play Day is a
large task being handled by Sidwwalk, a. community arts
organization in Hartford, Among
Sidewalks' endeavors in the city
have been last years' Play Day, the
creation of The Walk'in Hartford,
and the "Thursday Is A Work of
Art" program.
While attractions at Play Day
will • include
story-telling

jugglers, clowns, dance performances, and jazz and rock
bands, the essence of Play Day is
participation. Face-painting and
costumes can be expected, and all
attending are encouraged to be in
the parade around Bushnell Park at
3:30 p.m.
As the day begins, nearly 100
referees will get the ball rolling by
introducing the games. Throughout
the day, participants will be
creating new games themselves,
and adapting games to those involved, so that everyone can play
and everyone can enjoy.
Referees at Play Day are people
learning the philosophy of the new
games and group dynamics. The
referees, including students from
the Workplace program of the
Hartford Public Schools and
students from Trinity, have been
meeting each week and will have a
two-day training session just before
Play Day.
The events "are not spectator
sports," according to Carl
Guerierre, and organizer for Play,

Day and a Trinity student, "The
referees aren't authority figures,"
he continues, and explains that
they serve as models for the
participants as they learn to play,
and try to insure safety.
Guerierre, along with Keats

Jarmon, LeBaron Moseby, and
Ivan Backer, has been involved in
the planning of Play Day as
representatives
of
Trinity,
Positions as referees may be
available; inquiries should be
directed to the Internship Office

Trinity Prefers...

THE CORNER TAP
CAFE
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Happy Hour

11-4 P.M. 5m
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217 New Britain Ave.
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Pizza Plus Judged'The BigMeatball'
by Brian Crockett
We were after the best, and settled for
nothing less. Our goal? The best pizza and
grinder place around Trinity. After an
impartial investigation and the use of an
intricate point system, Pizza Plus at 297'A
Washington St. was declared by far and
away the Big Meatball.
It wasn't easy. Pizza sampling is
exhaustive work, with palates and digestive
systems alike taking a heavy beating. We
began as four: Seth Price, the Tripod's
managing editor and a mozzarella expert in
his own right; Peter Bain, a theatre reviewer
with an appreciation for the aesthetics of
'pizza fare; Nick Noble, the sports editor
famed for the quick approach to grinder
eating; and Brian Crockett, the Connecticut
editor heretofore unknown to have a taste for
things of cheese, sauce and flour.
The restaurants to be judged were
narrowed from a wide field to five
establishments considered well-known to the
Trinity crowd. Nicky's Pizza, Campus Pizza,
and ABC wfere visited the first day, with
Pitta Gourmet and Pizza Plus getting a look
on the following day.
The contestants were judged on four
criteria, including cheese pizzas, meatball
grinders, Greek salads, and atmosphere. A
point system was employed, with five
'meatballs' going to the top in each
category, four to the next and so on. Scores
for each restaurant were then totaled and
divided by the number of selections

available (Nicky's, for instance, offered no
salad and therefore could not be judged in
this category).
We got off to a good start at Nicky's,
where much to our surprise Mr. Noble
ordered half a salami grinder in addition to
our considerable meal. No matter, it was
quickly gone with a lick to the fingers and a
twinkle in the eye. The newly opened
Campus Pizza was the next stop, where to
our unutterable disbelief Mr. Noble ordered
yet another half salami grinder. Despite
repeated and vociferous warnings from his
companions, Mr. Noble consumed the
grinder in what can only be described as a
'ful sprint' fashion. He didn't bat an eye,
nor were his duties as judge of the regular
offerings neglected.
When we reached ABC Pizza, we looked
at Mr. Noble askance, fearing the worst that
never came. Though he paced up through
the commendable grinder offering, the

meaty salad and the ersatz pizza, we should tabulated, Pizza Plus was by far and away
have guessed he was through. No longer did the winner, followed by a tight race for
that healthy look that spoke of appetite second between Nicky's and Campus Pizza.
gleam in his eye. He settled for a few small ABC placed fourth, and Pitta Gourmet
bought up the rear with a poor fifth place
bites.
The next evening we were down to three showing.
Price-wise, Pizza Plus again got the nod
(though Mr. Noble managed to recover and
try Pitta and Pizza Plus on his own). Pitta for the least expensive restaurant, while
Gourmet was the first stop of the evening. A ABC was the most expensive.
The five restaurants judged are not the
quick drive through the colorful Frog
Hollow/Park Street neighborhood brought sole purveyors of pizza in the immediate
us to Pitta's back door. After a heated if area, but were chosen for reasons of access,
hushed debate about the nature of atmos- popularity, and similarity of fare. Others
phere, we were off to our next samplings, worth mentioning include the Walk-In Cafe,
thugh first detouring by Athen's Pizza at just south of New Britain Avenue on Broad
Park St. and Main for a passing look at what Street and rumored to serve a decent slab;
the Brookside Restaurant at 442 New Britain
was almost the sixth contestant.
Little did we know^of the prize fare we Avenue, serving pizzas and other Italian
were to find at our last stop, Pizza Plus. food; and The Moveable Feast, under new
Though Mr. Noble's absence was quite management at the former location of Trinity
noticeable, the three of us had ittle difficulty Pizza and serving vegetarian pizza.
Despite some admirable attempts, none
wolfing Pizza Plus's commendable food.
When meatball points were finally of the restaurants we visited makes a grinder
that even comes close to those made by the
King of Hartford grinders—the Franklin
Giant Grinder and Pizza Shop at 464
Franklin Avenue. Though a bit far from
Total
Nick
Brian
campus, Franklin competes with the best the
16.75
4.0
city has to offer, and comes out on top. Not
4.25
to be missed.
4.0
3.66
14.65
The best pizza in the state? I've got to go,
sight unseen, with Pepe's Pizza of New
3.5
14.25
4.0 .
Haven on the basis of some sound if insistent
11.0
2.0
3.5
advice from a friend of ample girth who
knows of these things.
3.25
8.0

Meatball Points
Peter

Seth

Pizza Plus

4.25

4.25

Nicky's

3.66

3.33

Campus

3.50

3.25

ABC

2.75

2.75

Pitta

1.25

2.0

1.S

From Pies to Vaults

A Night on the Town
by Seth Price
J ate too much. If there's one definitive statement,
that's it. Really, how much pizza can one man stand,
how much salad, how many grinders?
Tripod reporting is often interesting, at times
exciting, and, on occasion, dangerous. But no
assignment has ever been so taxing on mind and
body, so tiring for my teeth, and so unimportant in the
annals of world history. My mission, if I chose to
accept, was to find the finest pizza, grinder (meatball,
of course), and salad, in the Trinity vicinity.

tasting. Though no one can be sure, it must be noted
that Noble insisted on including a salami grinder with
each of his meals, this in addition to the other items.
(Noble later recovered his voracious appetite and
made solo visits to Pitta arid Pizza,Plus.)

1 accepted. But there was a problem. Like those
nice folks who hand out those cutesy statues to the
movie industry each year, only five finalists were
nominated. Such fine establishments as Saga Pizza
House were not even nominated. Perhaps some other
year Sage wiU'receive a special award for meritorious
service to the Trinity Community (Perhaps a bronzed
pizza will be in order.).

Let's romanticize for a moment. You've asked out
the person of your dreams. "Dinner," you say. "I'll
pick you up at 8." Things look great. There's only one
problem: Where to eat? You could go to that place
that serves oysters, but, well, you know....On the
other hand, who the hell eats meals in bank vaults? A
quick decision is needed and I have the solution for
you.

But enough of this frivolity. How dare I spend
Alice O'Connor's money to indulge in my own brand
of humor. Let's get down to business.

First call Campus Pizza. Ask for their best Greek
Salad (to go, of course). Then around the corner to
ABC. There you pick up a meatball grinder—heavy on
the sauce. Thirdly you go to Nicky. He's the pizza
specialist. He also sells wine and beer. Buy
something. Finally you head to Pizza Plus. The
atmosphere is extraordinary. (NOTE: Do not forget to
pick up your date at some point.) ••,;
Of course if you ignore my advice, you'll probably
end up in the bank vault.

We divided the assignment into two eating
experiences. On Wednesday last we sampled the
cuisine of three establishments and the following
evening, finished things off with two more. The latter •
evingfound ourranks depleted by one as expert taster
Nick Noble was forced to take his leave from the

Music was an integral part of our culinary
delights. From Van Morrison at Campus Pizza, to the
Bee Gees (what else?) at Pitta, to piped-in music
(that's right) at ABC, we learned that sounds soothed
stomachs.

SHow To GetTherel
ABC Pizza at 287 New Britain
Avenue is within walking distance to the south of campus. No
deliveries. 247-0234.
Campus Pizza at 1258 Broad
Street, at the corner of Broad
and Allen Place, is readily
accessible to residents on the
north end of campus. No
„ deliveries. 246-3663.
Nicky's Pizza at 168 Hillside
Avenue, is down the hill from
Jarvis and a block west. Beer
and wine served. Deliveries
after 6:00 p.m. 522-0422.
Pitta Gourmet at 507 Park St.,
•'\.tyo blocks east of Broad.
. •; -iDeliveries.'527-7380.
Pfcza Plug at 297 V, Washington
St., one block east of Broad
between Allen and Jefferson St.
No deliveries. 527-7764,

Nick Spyros of Nicky's Pizza, 168 Hillside Avenne, doctors a
sansage pizza. Nicky's placed second behind Pizza Pins in Tripod
judging.

'

photo by Susan Taylor

Pizza: A Different Aesthetic Creature
by Peter Bain
It is not often that one so interested in aesthetics of a specific
type gets the chance to experience
and experiment with a different
aesthetic creature. When it happens, the participant should be
grateful. I was given the chance,
and I am most definitely grateful
for it. Yes, I usually confine myself
to writing about the magic of
theatre, the beauty of the stage,
and the wonder of drama.
But just last week, I was given
the chance of a lifeetime. And. here
I am now, writing ecstatically
about glories of another kind. Yes,
I have the pleasure to discuss the

wonder of meatball grinders, the,
beauty of a Greek salad, and the
magic of ricotta cheese. Pizza
parlors are many splendored
things, and I had the pleasure of
joining ray Tripod colleagues in
hunting for the most splendored of
all the pizza parlors.
When I reflect on my experiences, I cannot, despite the
indigestion, help but smile. All of
the places visited had their high
spots and low points. But this is not
the time to discuss negative things.
Oh no, this is far too glorious a
culinary celebration to waste time
on petty complaints. Rather,' I will
tell you the high points of each

establishment.
.
For pizza pure and simple (and
who, after all, isn't interested first
and foremost by that), Nicky's just
amazes. A definite, clear, fine
flavor tickles the tongue and tonsils
from the first bite of its abundant
cheese to the last nibble of its
gloriously edible crust. Yes, for
those who just want the best pizza
around, Nicky's is the place.
There is, however, more to life
than just pizza, in spite of what
some say. The best grinder this'side
of Uranus can be purchased just
down the road at ABC Pizza. A
good, rich roll filled with an ocean
of smooth, tangy.. sauce whioji

provides a luscious haven for the
thick, juicy slices of meatball.
For waist-line conscious co-eds,
Campus Pizza is the place. Its
Greek salad, featuring ripe
tomatoes, subtle dressing, fresh
lettuce, and orgasmic ricotta
cheese is the answer to your
culinary dreams.
But the overall champion was
undeniably Pizza Plus. Combining
excellence in all the above dishes
with an atmosphere that would
make 21-C lubbers drool, Pizza Plus
gave new meaning to the phrase,
"I'm munched. Let's get a pizza."
Who says gujjnjjcy artistry is dead?

School Finance Reform

Education: Who Foots the Bill?
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by Michael Preston
A somber irony prevailed as
former
Hartford schoolbord
Superintendant, Edythe Games,
read to the state Advisory panel on
school finance Reform her statement on the fiscal status of the
Hartford school system.
Standing in the glistening
auditorium of Hartford's new
Bulkeley High School, Mrs. Gaines
gave testimony which read like a
casualty report from an extended
drought. In this case, the shortage
was not of rain, but of dollars.
Citing cutbacks in almost every
area of the Hartford school
system's budget, the recently
deposed superintendant implored
the Panel to move more quickly on
its consideration of school finance
reform, and to account in its
recommendations for the needs of
hard-pressed urban school systems.
This scene was occasioned by
the Advisory Panel's final public
hearing held in late February, on
the issue of Connecticut's courtmandated reform of its method of
funding public education.
The Advisory Panel, which
includes representatives from the
Governor's Office, the General
Assembly, and from the public, was
created by an act of the legislature
in 1973 to study Connecticut's

evident inequities in its public
school financing.
As the Panel was being drawn
up, a suit was filed in Hartford
Superior Court on behalf of 6-year
old Barnaby Horton, then enrolled
in Canton Elementary School,
against the State of Connecticut,
then under tile administration of
Gov. Thomas Meskill. The lines of
Connecticut's famous Horton vs.
Meskill case were now drawn.

Horton's contention that the
state's method of financing public
schools is unconstitutional was
upheld by the Superior Court, and
was subsequently upheld on appeal
to the state Supreme Court.
The court found that the wide
disparity in school funding amongst
the state's 169 towns, caused by
heavy reliance on the local
property tax, presents a similar
disparity in the quality of education
around the state. This, in turn, was
judged to be in conflict with the
state Constitution on the grounds
of several key concepts embraced
in the state charter.
The Connecticut Constitution
provides that "there shall always be
free public elementary and
secondary education in the state."
Given that education is established
as a "fundamental right", the

unequal quality of education instituting
a program
of
occasioned by unequal funding was equalization of education funding
found to be in violation of the known as the Guaranteed Tax Base
Constitution's equal protection (GTB). The GTB has been
clause. The Court left to the promoted as a plan which mainGeneral Assembly the task of tains local control of schools while
proposing alternative methods of so-far avoiding the income tax.
school reform.
The Connecticut Sppreme Until 1977, funding of the GTB
Court's findings in the Horton vs. grant program was provided by the
Meskill case closely resemble "Daily Lottery", but in the current
similar decisions handed down in fiscal year GTB funding has been
other states, led by the California doubled to $20 million, with funds
Supreme Court's 1973 ruling in deriving from general state
Serrano vs. Priest. The state courts revenues.
However, full committment to
have found in common that
reliance on the local property tax
for funding of public schools
discriminates against children of
low income families because of
their families' wealth, and because
of the wealth of their neighbors.
Within days of the Court's
decision, the state Board of
Education received $200,000 from
the federal Government to help
fund the Advisory Panel study. It is
now the Panel's task to juggle th
fiscal and political implications of
the Horton vs. Meskill decision,
and to formulate proposals on
which the General Assembly can
act.
Prior to Horton vs. Meskill, the
Panel had been in the process of

Clamshell Plans June Seabrook Opposition
On June 24 the Clamshell
Alliance, a New England antinuclear power group, will nonviolently occupy the site of the
proposed nuclear power plant at
Seabrook, New Hampshire, to
demand the permanent halt to the
construction of the plant.
Recent court decisions favoring
the nuclear power industry have
compelled the Clamshell to occupy
as the only me ans of stopping
Seabrook and the overall
development of nuclear power.
Besides Seabrook, there will be
anti-nuclear demonstrations
around the nation this spring that
may focus the public's attentionon
the hazards of nuclear power as the
anti-war marches did on Vietnam.
Preparation for the occupation in

Connecticut is being coordinated
by the Connecticut Clamshell
Coalition.
The last major occupation of
the Seabrook site was on April 30,
1977 when 2,000 people marched
onto the site and 1,414 were
arrested for trespassing. Over 200
people from Connecticut participated in '77 and more are expected this year. As part of a statewide outreach program training
sessions to prepare for Seabrook
are being scheduled for
April and May on college campuses around the state.
Connecticust has three nukes
that provide 60 percent of the
state's electricity.
For more information, contact
the Connecticut
Clamshell

Coalition, P.O. Box 6346, Hartford,
Ct. 06106, telephone (203) 5257168.

Favorite Album 77-78
Favorite All Time Album

Favorite New Group/Artist

Favorite New Song
Favorite All Time Song
Favorite Area Band
Favorite Comedian
Favorite Sports Figure
Favorite Bar/Club
Hero of The Year
Zero of The Year.
DRAWING FROM ALL BALLOTS FOR

Pizza Prevails
Pitta is the Pits. Takes last place
in all categories (though tied with
ABC for worst pizza). Shouldn't
even be allowed in the ballpark.
Enough said.
The best pizza is Nicky's. Tasty,
well spiced, with a perfect blend of
sauce and cheese. Closest to the
genuine Big Apple product, I've
found. Superb crust. Out of the
ballpark and still carrying. Nicky's
grinders are OK. Nothing exciting.
Kind of bland. Decent bread. A
fielder's choice or sacrifice fly
there. Pleasant enough decor.
Nicest folks. No salad, though.
The best grinders are to be had
at ABD. Juicy, chock full, making
up for the fact that their pizza is
awful. Mediocre salad, served in
large plastic dish salvaged from
someone's freezer. Decor late slum
gothic. A long double sandwiched
between a pair of strikeouts,
The best salad is found at
Campus Pizza. Beautiful decor (for
a pizza palace), fine service. The
salad is served in wooden bowls
accompanied ly authentic stainless
steel silverware. The dressing is
great. Base hit, stolen base, run

In Conjunction With

Favorite All Time Group/ Artist

And from the Sports Desk
by Nick Noble
First of all, let me say that I am
definitely biased. While New York
City has (I admit) produced some
real clinkers (i.e. bad air and the
Yankees) its Pizza is the best, and
any Hartford products pale in
comparison. But by lowering my
sensitive aesthetic standards, I will
proceed with my rating of Five of
Hartford's Finest (this is relative to
the local competition, you understand).

an equalization program which
would satisfy the Court's demands
is likely to incur costs to the state
well beyond the Treasury's present
capabilities. Advisory Panel
spokesmen have presented only
guarded statements in suggesting
the direction in which the Panel
will turn future state finances. The
panel is emphasizing the potential
viability of the GTB; however, it
has been anxious to note that
school finance reform may
necessarily incur an entirely new
program of financing state
government.

scored. Their pizza is somewhat
cheesy, but I like it that way.
However some may not. Grinders
are good. Right next to Campus
Drug so you can buy the Baseball
Digest and absorb it while
devouring (some people dine,
others feed, I devour}.
Pizza Plus is excellent all
around. Their pie is a run or so
behind Nicky's, but they have a
much more solid lineup. Their
grinders are batting only .350
against ABC's .400, but that's still a
much more powerful clip than the
.310 Campus average. Their salad
fields with the same success as
Campus' but without the
smoothness of style.

So Pizza Plus wins the ball game
on sheer consistency, while each of
the other three (Pitts is finishing
somewhere between the A's and
the Mariners this year) leads in an
important category but falls short
in the rest.
Tomorrow the Corner Tap
takes on the Iron Pony Pub in a
delicate pitching duel. Be there.
Aloha.

-Trip to any East Coast Concert of Your Choice
-Pairs of Levis
-Rock Encyclopedias
-Sets of Albums
OVER 50 WINNERS CHOSEN
Name
Age
Address
.
Phone
DROP IN BOX OR MAIL TO WHCN
60 WASHINGTON STREET HARTFORD, CT06106

MAIL THIS IN TODAY

LISTEN TO 106 FM
FOR VOTING UPDATES
RESULTS ON THE WHCN
ROCK POLL AWARDS WEEKEND
STARTING MAY 6

Presented by Peter Bain
20 April '78

Proposed Constitution of the
Student Government Association

ARTICLE!: Name
Section 1. The name of this organization shall
be the Student Government Association, hereafter
to be referred to as the SGA.
ARTICLED: Purpose
Section 1. The SGA shall provide for the
general welfare of the Student Body of Trinity
College and promote unity of effort among the
administration, • faculty, and students of the
college.
Section 2. The SGA shall be charged with the
responsibility of providing an open forum for
students to express their views. The SGA also shall
act upon student opinions in that manner which the
SGA shail deem advisable.
ARTICLE III: Powers of the SGA
Section 1. The SGA shall have the power:
a) To represent the student body through its
officers, resolutions, and/or petitions.
b) Tci discuss and make recommendations on
any matters pertaining to the welfare of the Trinity
College student body.
c) To recognize student organizations and
approve conslituions.
d) To set the size of the Student Activities Fee,
based upon the recommndation of the SGA Budget
Committee.
e) To be the final authority on matters
pertaining to student activity finances, acting upon
the recommendations and decisions of the SGA
Budget Committee.
f) To have final, authority on all matters
pertaining to student-run social activities of the
college, acting upon the recommendations, and
decisions of the Student Government Planning
Board (SGPB).
g) To regulate the use of college facilities by
student organizations.
h) To hold all student elections and make all
necessary student appointments.
i) To provide such direction and/or management to student activities as is authorized or
requested by the administration, faculty, student
groups and is approved by the SGA.
j) To create any SGA offices, committees, or
other subsidiary groups necessary to execute its
: purpose....:' :
.
ARTICLE IV! Structure
1
Sectidn I. The SGA shall contain a steering
committee composed of;
a) the president
b) the vice-president
c) three (3) members elected from the SGA
legislature by majority vote
d) such other members who shall be jointly
authorized by the above and approved by
two-thirds of the SGA legislature
Section 2. The SGA legislature shall be
composed of no more than forty-eight (48) students
consisting of:
a) representatives elected on a federalist basis
by separate electorates determined according to
•the populations of the dormitories. Students not
residing in the dormitories shall be -represented.,
.also. Electoral districts shall be defined each
• spring by the incumbent SGA members. The SGA
legislature shall ,contain no less than one (1)
representative for every Fifty (50) students, The
SGA shall contain the president of the Inter-Fraternity Council. The SGA shall contain four
at-large representatives. The SGA shall contain
one representative of each undergraduate class.
Students shall be elected according to the
procedures defined in Article VI. The SGA does
not discriminate against race, creed, color sex, or
national origin; and furthermore, the events of the
SGA, when public, are open on a non-discriminatory basis to the members of the college
community.
Section 3: The Student Government Association Budget Committee shall consist of:
a) the second vice-president of the SGA who is
chairperson.
b) a designated member of the Treasurer's
office, ex. officio
c) the president of the SGA, ex. officio,
non-voting.
d) seven (7) students nominated and elected
from the SGA legislature.
Section 4: The Student Government Planning
Board (SGPB) shall consist of:
a) the second vice-president of the SGA who is
chairperson.
b) the president of the SGA, ex officio,
non-voting.
c) no more than forty (40) fuil-time Trinity
undergraduate students who have submitted
petitions of approval containing the signatures of
thirty (30) full-time undergraduate, students.
Petitions of membership may be submitted at any
time when SGPB membership is less than the
limit.
ARTICLE V: Powers and duties of officers,
; ;.delegates, and liasons
.Section U The president of the SGA shall;
a) preside at all meetings of the SGA and at all
meetings of the Steering Committee.
b). call special SGA or "Steering Committee

results of the dormitory elections.
g) Off-campus ballots must be post-marked no
later than forty-eight (48) hours after the date of
the dormitory elections to be valid ballots.
h) Elections held in the Trinity term shall be
conducted in the same manner as the fall elections.
However, elections shall be held only in those
dormitories with vacated offices. Vacated off-campus, class, and at-large representative offices shall
be filled by the same means as those used in fall
elections. All candidates must give the SGA
written notice of their respective candidacies no
less than seventy-two p: ,urs before the date of
the election in which they wish to be entered.
Section 2: Election of officers
a) The president, secretary, and Office
Manager shall be elected by and from the SGA at
the first meeting of the SGA following Christmas
term and Trinity term elections. The first and
second vice-presidents shall be elected by and
from their respective committees.
Section J: Election of SGA liasons to standing
faculty and trustee committees
a) All permanent faculty and trustee committees with more than two (2) student members will
have, as one of their student members, a liason to
the SGA elected by and from their respective
committees.
b) Permanent faculty and trustee committees
with one (1) or two (2) student members will
continue to have their entire student membership
elected by the student body. These committees will
have the option of sending a liason to the SGA as a
voting member. Should they decline this option,
the SGA will send, if possible, a non-voting liaison
to the committee in questi" 1
ARTICLE VII: Term of or
Section 1. Elections
c normally held in
September and January.
Section 2. The term of office for all elected
positions commences on the day following the
election and terminates on the day of election the
following academic year. The term of office for
temporary appointments commences immediately
after the appointment is made and ends with the
results of an election which fills the vacancies.
Section 3. The term of office for SGA officers
shall commence upon their election to office and
shall continue until the first meeting of the SGA
following the next regularly scheduled SGA
election, these being normally in September and
January.
ARTICLE;VIII: Removal from office
'
Section 1. An officer or delegate may, subject
to the provisions in paragraphs two (2) and
three(3) below, be removed from office for:
a) failure to carry out the duties of his/her
office.
b) misusing the powers of his/her office.
c) violations of either civil or legal rules or laws.
Section 2. Delegates or iiasons charged under
this article shall have a hearing before the Steering
Committee. If three-fifths of the committee find
that charges are properly brought under this
article, a hearing before the SGA body will be held.
A two-thirds vote of the SGA shall then be required
for removal from office.
Section 3. Members of the Steering Committee
charged under this article shall be treated the
same as the delegates in paragraph two (2) above.
While the question of removal is being considered,
said student or students shall be suspended from
the Steering Committee.
ARTICLE EX: The filling of vacancies
Section 1. Vacancies in the offices of legislative
delegates need not be filled by a new SGA
member. However, a current member of the SGA
may be assigned to the unrepresented electorate
until the next regular SGA elections.
Section 2. Vacancies in the office of faculty and
trustee committee liasons shall be filled immediately, either by electing a new SGA member or
d) actively. involve themselves in SGA
asking that the committee in question apppoint a
activities.
new liason.
ARTICLE VI: Elections
Section3. Vacancies in the offices of president,
Section 1: election of delegates
first vice-president, secretary, or office manager
a)j Elections of SGA members shall be held in
shall be filled by and from the SGA legislature by a
the fall and winter of each year,, coordinated by
majority vote.
.
incumbent SGA members.
'• •'.
Section 4. Vacancies in the office of second
b)-Elections of delegates representing on-camvice-president shall be filled by and from the
pus students will be held in dormitories designated
.
by the SGA. Elections of representatives of those committee involved.
ARTICLE X: Meetings
'
students living off-campus will be held by mail.
Section
1,
Genrea'!
meetings
of the SGA shall
c) In order to be placed on the dormitory or
off-campus ballot in the fall election, a student be held no less than bi-weekly and additional
must give the SGA written notice of his/her meetings shall be called whenever they are
candidacy no less than one week before the deemed necessary by the president, two (2)
Steering Committee members, or one-fifth of the
dormitory elections dale.
delegates.
d) Fall dormitory elections shall be held no later
Section 2. Except under very special circumthan the third week in the Christmas term.
stances, all meetings of the SGA will be open to
e) Four (4) at-large representatives .and one (1) any member of the Trinity College community. If
representative of each undergraduate class shall the entire Steering Committee and three-fourths of
also be elected. At-large, class representative, and the delgates agree, however, the SGA may hold a
committee elections shall be held in Mather Hall closed meeting.
Section 3. Every member of the Trinity College
week after the results of the dormitory elections
have been detrmined. At-large, class representa- community has the right to express his/her views
tive, and committee candidates must give the SGA at the SGA meetings. Only delegates, however,
may vote or introduce legislation.
written notice of their candidacy no iess than
forty-ciplit (48) hours after the publication of the

meetings when necessary.
c) serve as a non-voting member of the Budget
Committee and SGPB.
d) have the authority to sign SGA check
requests.
e) represent, or designate someone to
represent, the SGA on special occasions or in
dealings with other groups.
f) be responsible for the smooth functioning of
student government at Trinity College.
g) perform other such duties as the SGA shall
deem necessary.
Section 2: The first vice-president of the SGA
shall;
a) perform the duties of the president in the
absence of that officer.
b have the authority to sign SGA check
requests.
c) serve as the official chairperson of any
official SGA Constitution Committee.
d) perform other such duties as the SGA shall
deem necessary.
Section 3: The second vice-president of the
SGA who chairs the Budget Committee shall:
a) preside at all meeting sof the Budget
Committee.
b) serve as the official Budget Committee
liason to the SGA.
c) perform other such duties as the SGA shall
deem necessary.
Section 4: The second vice-president of the
SGA who chairs the SGPB shall:
a) preside at all meetings of the SGPB.
b) serve as the official SGPB liason to the SGA.
c) perform other such duties as the SGA shall
deem necessary.
Section 5: The Office Manager shall:
a) serve as the manager of the Student
Government Office.
b) have the authority to sign all SGA check
requests and have charge of all SGA funds, both
collection and disbursement.
c) maintain an accurate record of all SGA
funds.
d) make regular reports to the SGA on its
financial status.
e) submit the treasurer's book to the SGA or
Budget Committee on demand.
h !
Section 6: The Secretary shall:
"
;i) keep the minutes of all SGA meetings.
b) maintain the attendance records of all SGA
meetings,
c) publish and distribute notices announcing all
official SGA meetings and actions.
d) be responsible for keeping SGA files
complete, accurate, and up to date.
e) distribute copies of the SGA constitution to
all members of SGA upon their election to SGA and
to all first officers of every recognized student
committee,
f) execute all correspondence on,behalf of the
SGA as is required.
Section 7: Representatives from standing
faculty and trustee committees (see Article VI,
Section 3) shall;
• a) serve as liason between their respective
committee and the SGA.
b) make regular reports to the SGA on the
activities of their respective committees.
c) be responsible for Tommunicating all
relevant SGA opinions or decisions to their
respective committees.
d) have all the responsibilities and duties of a
regular SGA delegate.
Dection 8: Legislative delegates shall:
a) each have one vote.
b) be entitled to speak or bring before the SGA
any business said delegate may feel to be relevant.
c) be responsible for meeting attendance
requirements (see Article X, Section 4, subsection
,
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Section 4. Attendance requirements of dele, j
gates, officers, and liaisons
|
a) Members are required to attend all
meetings, either personally or by proxy.
b) Each SGA member is allowed three (3)
absentee credits per semester. An accumulation ot!
more than three (3) absentee credits shall'
constitute automatic revocation of membership.
An absence with proxy shall forfeit one (1) i
absentee credit. An absence without proxy shall f
forfeit two (2) absentee credits. Upon the!
accumulation of three (3) absentee credits, thef
delegate shall receive a letter of warning. Upon the I
accumulation of more than three (3) absentee
credits, the delegate sahll receive notification of
expulsion. Missing more than one-half hour of a
regular meeting shall forfeit one-half absentee
credit.
Section 5. A quorum shall consist of two-thirds \
of the total membership of the SGA, of which a j.
majority must be physically present.
j:
Section 6. No single SGA member shall hold [
more than one (1) proxy with full voting powers at |

a time.

j;

Section 7. In all matters not specifically [
expressed in thir Constitution, the parliamentary I
authority shall be Robert's Rules of Order, S
Revised.
.
\
ARTICLE XI. SGA Standing Committees
j
Section 1. The Standing Committee on the j
Procedures of the SGA shall:
)
a) keep track of all operating procedures j.
established by precedent.
j
b) write and present amendments to the SGA '
Constitution as the need arises.
•
c) the membership of this committee shall '•
consist of no more than five (5) SGA members.
•
d) the chairperson of the Procedures committee j
shall serve as SGA Parliamentarian and shall be \
eiected by and from that committee.
j
Section 2. The Standing Committee on
Constitutions shall:
a) recognize student organisations.
j
b) approve student organization constitutions, i
c) ultimately be responsible to the entire SGA.
d) consist of no more than five (5) SGA
members.:
e) be chaired by the first vice-president of tht f
SGA.
Section 3. The Steering Committee shall:
a) serve as the student representative to the J
aM-campus administrative-student forum. Thjs
forum shall consist of a panel of administrators,
the Steering Committee, and administrators,
faculty, or undergraduate students who wish to
attend meetings, This forum shall meet no less :
than tri-weekly in order to assure a constant •
two-way flow of information between the admin- j
istration and the student body.
j
b) report the minutes of the meetings of the
above stated forum to the SGA.
c) consist of the president, first vice-president, !
and three (3) members elected by and from the >
SGA legislature.
'
d) meet before every official SGA meeting to
prepare the agenda and hear all appeals which are
to be made to the SGA at the subsequent SGA
meeting.
Sction 4. The Student Government Association
Budget Committee shall:
a) oversee the finances of all student
organizations on campus.
b) perform duties which include:
1) Approval of all budgetary allocations
. 2) granting of all checks drawn on the student
activities account
3) approval of all changes in the itemized
budget summary
4) granting of all funding for ad-hoc groups
5) make recommendations to the SGA
concerning the raising or lowering of the student
activities fee
6) drawing up of all student organization
budgets for the academic year
7) review of each organization's budget at the
mid-year
.-'
c) No proxies will be allowed to the
membership. Members shall be automatically
dropped from the committee if they miss more
than three (3) meetings in any one semester. A
position vacated by a member will not -be filled
until the following semester.
d) The two officers of the Budget Committee
shall be the secretary and the chairperson.
1) The chairperson shall be elected at the/fitst
meeting of the Committee each semester at which
a quorum exists. The duties of the chairperson
shall be to call and preside at all regularly
scheduled meetings and to call any meetings which
he or she shall deem necessary. The chairperson
: shall be unbiased in his presentation °f a"v
financial matters under committee consideration
2) The secretary shall be elected at the first
meeting of the Committee each semester at wnwn
a quorum exists. The secretary sliall taketne
minutes of all meetings of the Corairuttee, serve as
;•'•. .'

'
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Editorial
Inform Your Vote
If the concert cancellation told us anything, it told us that student
organizations could use a bit of "improved communications"
themselves. Regardless of contentions of administrative "over
reaction" or non-consideration of student wants, the students
cannot avoid a large part of the blame.
Neither the SGPB within itself, nor the SGA (of which the
planning board is a part) seemed to have a real grasp on the
situation two weeks before the scheduled concert. In the SGA
meeting on Sunday, one representative said that very few official
committee reports were made by the planning board.
The proposed SGA constitution is an attempt to strengthen the
entire organization. It aims at providing the students with a more
representative, more communicative, and more responsible government. All students will decide whether or not to ratify the proposed
constitution this week at pre-registratlon. We strongly urge that

students read the text on page 8 of this Issue, so that an informed
vote may be gathered. If the SGA can be confident of student
support, perhaps unfortunate situations such as this weekend's can
be avoided.

Play Day
This Sunday, April 30, Bushhell Park will see a unique event:
The Annual Play Day. Play Day is for fun, games and relaxation.
More importantly, it offers a chance for Trinity students, faculty,
and administrators to meet their neighbors. This is a community
event, and participation could be educational in itself.
So if you're searching for something to do on Sunday, grab the
opportunity to get involved with Hartford and its people, there's alot
or tun to be had in the process.

Commentary
World Hunger: Time To Cry Wolf

by Kevin J. Childress
If such oppression came from a
During 1974, Newsweek, Time, foreign dictator, we would cry out
and other major news magazines indignantly for human rights, but
reported ably and responsibly, since the oppression comes from
though at times sensationally, on seemingly unknown transgressors,
one of the worst crisis of our time, there is no cry. Nor will anyone cry
or of any other time for that matter. "WOLF!" for fear of ridicule. But
The reports on massive droughts, it is time to cry wolf; time to yell out
severe shortages and world-wide in protest for the rights of the
famine informed the public of the majority (of the people in the
critical situation the space ship world) who go to bed lacking food,
Earth was fast approaching.
while we go to bed with our
Today, four years later, the i midnight snack. The time has come
space ship Earth is still headed on to do something, to become
the collision course with disaster. concerned; to mobilize our vast
Yet, because starvation has be- resources and potential. There are
come such a familiar face in our few places better to begin than at
newspapers and magazines, there this college, or do we merely say
is little concern for the aggravated that we have some of the best
problems of food and energy minds in the country here?
shortages and distribution. Today,
As gasoline prices continue to
in 1978, as many or more people rise, as food prices continue to
are feeling the pangs of hunger as climb, the world's problems will
were in 1974, yet the concern and continue to manifest themselves.
knowledge of the public is much Everyday that our country is
less. The pangs of hunger manifest without a comprehensive energy
themselves in higher food prices, program is a day that more people
higher energy costs and the death will die. The breadbasket of the
of at least 10,000 people, mostly world, the vast and fertile plains of
children, per day.
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the United States, would be but an
empty silor without oil and its
by-products; oil: that precious
commodity which Americans guzzle more of than alcohol. As more is
used in transportation and industry, less can be used as fertilizer:
less productive and more costly
fields result with higher food
prices: pricing the poorer countries
out of the market.
What concern is that to us who
have? A very prime one. With a
world of interdependent economies, the United States could not
last long without being able to

supplement her own natural resources or sell her goods on foreign
markets. Today, when the President announces that we are on
affable terms with most of the
world, the dollar sags; the economy
is sluggish; and high inflation rates
are just down the road. How much
worse our economy would be if
those countries whom we depended
upon for our lofty life-style were
hostile to usl
Hostile to us? What on earth
for!?! Don't we ship them food,
give them aid and protect them?
We most certainly do, in order to

continue using more than our lion's
share of the world's resources.
Righteous men have never stood
idly by and watched oppression.
Nor will they now, I only hope that
we have more righteous men in our
midst than did Sodom or Gomorrah.
Many times "WOLF!" has
been cried. Whether you believe
the warning or not is your business,
but 1 plea that you notice the
stealthy stocking of advancing food
prices and the glistening teeth and
drooling mouth of world tension.

How To Be Assertive

by Arthur Robinson
"Excuse me, sir," the senior
asked the career counselor meekly,
"but would it be possible for me to
make an appointment to see you
sometime before graduation, if it is
convenient for you?"
"You're having trouble getting
a job, right?" said the counselor.
"Yes, sir."
"You're not assertive enough,"
said the counselor decisively.
"Come to our 'Assertiveness
Training for Job Seekers' workshop
on Wednesday at three."
The student came to see the

counselor again Thursday morning.
"Did the 'Assertiveness Training 1 workshop help'?" asked the
counselor.
"I want your job," demanded
the student.
"What?"
"I want your job," repeated the
student firmly, "and you're going
to give it to me. Sign this."
"What is it?" asked the
counselor.
"A resignation form," said the
student. "You're resigning effective Graduation Day."
"You can't do this to me!"

gasped the counselor, paling.
"Yes, I can," asserted the
student confidently.
" But what am I going to do? "
"That's your business. I'll give
you a reference," said the student,
"or I might be able to find a job for
you here—this place needs cleaning up. Good day," he said,
leaving.
The counselor drew a deep
breath. There was only one way to
get his job back. Next year the
Career Counseling Office would be
holding another "Assertiveness
Training" workshop...

Letters
Not
( i
Delinquent

far less "delinquent" than indicated by the SGA.
J 5

To the Editor:
If the SGA is going to continually air the its dirty linen in the
pages of your paper it should see to
it that it has the right line. I
personally resigned from the Student Government Association three
times this year only to find that my
name was not dropped from the
roster of members. Each time I was
asked to remain a member with the
explanation that the limited contribution I was able to make was
sorely needed.
Until now I have served faithfully on several committees, but a
Wednesday night class has prevented me from attending regular
weekly meetings. When I was told
that the government was having so
much trouble getting a quorum
together in recent weeks I asked
the president to allow me to resign.
I feel that my service to the Student
Government Association has been

Sincerely,
Joseph E. Troiano

Improvement
Needed
To the Editor:
Earlier this term, we all heard
about a lack of communication
between administration and students. One area that definitely
needs improvement as concerns
this problem has recently come to
my attention. I am speaking of the
hassles that most of us have gone
through since receiving our blue
Dreregistration
envelopes
last
Thursday afternoon. The issuance
of permission slips and the course
catalogue were all too abrupt for
many students. Naturally, we
thought that we would get these
materials sometime this month, but
we were never sure on what day.
Many courses fill up quickly and
speed is of the essence. Fortunate-

ly, I began planning my schedule
long ago with the old course listing.
However, being a freshman, 1 did
not know that few if any courses,
times, and instructors change year
to year. I fear that many students
have come up with rather hurried
schedules due to the need for speed
in signing up. I was not expecting
permission slips for at least a week
after I had.received a list of next
year's courses. The rationale for
issuing slips and catalogues on the
same day escapes me completely.
I see the need for two changes
that could be implemented rather
easily. First, students should be
notified on what date course slips
will be isued. Second, course
catalogues should be issued at least
one week prior to that date. This
procedure will insure each student
the opportunity to plan his schedule carefully. All the plan entails is
a bit more concern for students on
the part of the administration.
Sincerely,
John Mattar '81

Commentary
by Eric Grevstad
Prior to the advent of the
locomotive, it was generally
thought that traveling at speeds
over thirty miles an hour cause
death. Not long after that, it was
thought that two thousand dollars
was the absolute maximum that
any college could charge for tuition
without losing students. The first
institution to break that barrier was
Trinity College, whose tuition has
since been surpassed by others at
rates nearing that of the Concorde.
Since I am showing prospective
freshmen around the campus this
week, I have had to answer to the
recent tuition and fee increases at
Trinity, and the administration and
1 are quick to point out that we are
still cheaper than the competiton.
Status symbol though it may be, we
have not yet joined the Seven-ups;
at $6,356 a year, the prospective
Dartmouth student would save
enough in nine years to stay here

Income Coming In

for a tenth.
There is no question that costs
are rising. Accepting that students
have the right to a good year for the
price of six weeks in a hotel, for
instance, the administration is
losing money on the dormitories; as
long as students complain about
sleeping four to a shower in Jarvis,
new dormitories will be built—at
$23,000 a bed. Naturally, this
keeps our overhead higher than
those of Holiday Inns or Sheratons
—which aren't trashed nightly by
their occupants, either. (They
don't have water fights in the
Hilton.) Also, the publishing industry has been raising book prices
15% a year, which makes Follett's
look like Railroad Salvage. Things
are tough all over.
However, tuition increases are
not enough—unless you accept 500
additional non-resident students,
make them stand in the back of the

classrooms, and don't give them
meal tickets. More income must be
obtained elsewhere, and the administration is currently considering the options:
Surrender. Federal aid to higher education has been a fact of life
since Sputnik. Using the Lockheed
precedent, Trinity could bypass the
State of Connecticut and apply for
takeover by the Federal Government as a tax loss, underwriting its
own expenses and eventually applying for statehood.
Compromise. Along similar
lines, the College could invite
takeover bids from the major
corporations, and eventually re-

appear as Trinity-Mobil or TrinityFord. (There is no truth to the
rumor that American Motors was
turned down by Trinity before it
merged with Renault.)
Selling out. Closer to home,
Trinity has a number of fund-and
consciousness-raising opportunities at hand, ranging from investing $250 of each student's tuition in
daily numbers tickets to holding a
raffle. Students could buy chances
on a dream date with the professor
of their choice, enter a "President
for a Day" contest, or win dinners
for two at Saga. Dr. Kassow could
embark on a fund-raising tour in
Russia. ("Are you planning to wear

these 300 pairs of blue jeans,
Comrade?") The Quad could be
rented for parties.
There are hard choices in
higher education. Trinity knows
this as well as any institution, and
there is an example that illustrates
the problem. President lockwood,
who already employs six and
one-quarter persons on his staff,
announced in the budget that the
equivalent of one and one- half
members with data processing
skills would be added to the
administration.
This doesn't balance the budget, but it's a step toward making
personnel come out even.

Career Info For Women
by Peter G. DePusquale
In today's column I will describe the Women's Careers Redbox File. In addition, I have written
up a description of a self-study
series titled Catalyst: Career Options Series For' Undergraduate
Women.
The Women's Careers Redbos;
File: This file is divided into three
sections: 1. Women's Careers For
Today And Tomorrow; 2. Newspaper and Magazine Articles; and
3. Federal Law Information on Sex
Discrimination. Under Women's
Careers For Today And Tomorrow,
there is information on women in
such careers as accounting, Jaw,
business, science, and technology.
Under Newspaper and Magazine
Article's, you will find current
information on career trends, successful women in traditionally male
careers, and articles on sex bias in
the job market. Under Federal Law
Information on Sex Discrimination,
,you will find specific laws and
legislation relating to various illegal employment practices.

;
:

:
;

The Catalyst Series: Career
Options Series For Undergraduate
Women. Catalyst is a national
non-profit organization dedicated
to expanding career opportunities
for college educated women. The
career information contained in the
series enable young women to
consider fields which, at managerial and professional levels, have
been traditionally male. The Catalyst people have learned through
interaction with employers that
they are increasingly seeking qualified women to fill these fields.

Many employers are not encouraging undergraduate women to prepare for them. The Catalyst Series
consists of eight self-study booklets: 1. Planning for Career Options; 2. Launching Your Career; 3.
Have You Considered Retail Management?; 4. Have You Considered
Restaurant Management?; 5. Have
You Considered Accounting?; 6.
Have You Considered Sales?; 7.
Have You Considered Insurance?;
and 8. Have You Considered
Engineering? The booklet Launching Your Career was prepared
specifically for undergraduate women to help them bring their
aspirations into focus, develop
realistic career goals, and conduct
an effective job campaign. The
booklet Planning For Career Options was prepared for college
women who are formulating or
redefining career plans, and are
pursuing opportunities for upward
mobility.
Each of the six career information workbooks covers the wide
range of positions within the
specific field, educational preparation and the employment outlook
during the next decade. In addition, each career booklet contains
interviews with individuals who
have achieved success in a specific
field. The booklets address other
issues facing young women today,
including their right to make independent choices and to gain autonomy, and the importance of life and
career planning that is both
informed and imaginative.

The Mung Bean Conspiracy

Our
watered.
by Brian Crockett
Our mouths
mouths watered.
%—J
We
felt
at
home,
relaxed, at
It was an uneventful Saturday
night. A lazy day on the quad had ease,
moved slowly into a lazier evening. home, relaxed, at ease.
Just where they wanted us.
We found ourselves hungry, and
My sandwich arrived. Fresh
before we knew it, at The
sprouts literally jumped out of
Moveable Feast.
We might have suspected when whole-wheat pitta bread smothered
we walked in the door. It was, with avocado, cheddar cheese,
well...changed. The pizza ovens dressing and other goodies.
It was then we heard it, a voice,
were still there, sure enough, as
were the bags of stale potato chips talking as if very small and far
hanging desolately on the back away.
"Hey, Harry, pass me a
wall. But that was all that remained
of the familiar Trinity Pizza of old. cigarette," it said. "Shh, we're
Gone was the inimitable Greek- receiving, gimme a pen."
We looked at each other, then
mafia air that used to hang about
at my sandwich.
the place like rancid meat.
, It was new. Hip. Wholesome.
"It talked."
The menus offered pitta bread
"No, it couldn't have."
sandwiches with sprouts, avocado
"No, really it did," I insisted.
and cream cheese spreads, quiche,
We looked closer. There it was,
avocado salads, herb teas, masquerading as a mung bean
strawberries in creairs. and more. sprout-a tiny, transceiver raised
ihe off ending - bean to-my mouth,

ready to crunch.
"No, wait," my friend said. 'I've
got an idea."
He was an electronics wizard,
the genius behind WRTC. I waited.
"You see if we do this to it," he
explained, pushing his fork into the
bean and turning it over so slightly.
A high pitch electronic squeal
came out of the bean.
"Holy Mackeral, Harry, what
was that? Huh? We're not receiving
any more,", the bean said.
"I've done it, I've done it," the
wizard said excitedly. "You see, all
it took was alittle turn and the
components are all scrambled.
What we should hear now is..."
"Great," I said, popping the
bean in my mouth. "Pass me my
tea."
"Oh my God"you didn't!"
Wizard exclaimed. He had tapped
us into their system, he explained,

M. were we'd begin
ar
and chances
hearing their recordings.
Sure enough, from deep within
me it began, sounding like a voice
from within a large drum.
'' withcheddar, sproutsandavocado.please..(pause)..ittalkednoit
couldn'thavenoreallyitdidnowwait
I'vegotanidea," it began.
"Breathe slower," Wizard
advised, "calm down."
I did, and waited. Then it came
again, only slower.
"Wow, this place is really fine,"
we heard. "Look at the menu. A
vegetarian's delight." The message
continued with more of the same,
followed by clicks and then
another message.
"I picked up some fine, green
avocados today," my stomach
rumbled. "Oh really, that's excellent. My man on Sisscm was all
out. He's expecting a shipment any

day."
We listened further. Message
upon message bellowed distantly
from my belly. In every one was a
mention of avocados. Then it hit
us—we'd stumbled upon the
avocado connection.
Suddenly the door opened and
in walked two men, who glanced
about the room anxiously. Though
they tried to remain inconspicuous,
we could tell from their bright
white socks they were from the
FDA. We knew then we had to get
away and warn our friends,
especially those with an appreciation for avocados.
I could feel the bean slipping
into my digestive tract. I knew we'd
have to act quickly. We walked
calmly to the door, and then out
into the cool night.
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It Wasn't So Long Ago
March 14,1978
Sir:
Thought you might enjoy these memories of what Dear Old Trinity
was like twenty-eight years or so ago. You have my permission to
reproduce them in full using my name for your readers. With the
way things have relaxed there now, no one will believe that we had
to put up with chapel and PE requirements and the rest of the
crap...but we did, and loved every minute of it (imagine being
thrown out for having a girl in your room (...they'd probably bounce
you for not having one today).

All this did was improve my reputation with the student body,
and I ended up Class Prophet because of it, and in all modesty, I can
say my name was legendary well into the sixties.
Pro Excelsia et Patria,
Wayne A. (Toby) Schoyer
Community Relations Advisor
Legislature of the Virgin Islands
P. S. I was on The Tripod

TRINITY OOLLEGE
CHAPEL PROBATION

'Dear Mr. Schoyer..."

This is to notify you that you have been placed
on CHAPEL PROBATION because of your failure to attend
1. Notification of the parents.
chapel regularly during the past^semester. Failure
2. Posting of the names of the
individuals involved on the college
to clear your record by the end of the next semester
bulletin board.
3. Loss of their allotment of
Dear Mr. Schoyer:
will result in suspension from college for one
unexcused class cuts.
This is to notify you that the 4. Men on censure are not eleigible
semester.
Medusa, our Senior honorary soci- for honorable dismissal if they
Joseph C Clarke
ety and the group responsible for should desire to transfer or leave.
handling student disciplinary prob- 5. Cause for second censure means
lems, has placed Wayne on "cen- automatic dismissal from college.
Needless to say I regret very
sure" for an indefinite period.
In 1952, Schoyer found out that avoiding chapel did not pay.
Wayne, in company with six other much finding it necessary to report
students, participated in a party in this incident to you. However, you
one of the dormitory rooms at must realize that this is a type of
which a considerable amount of behavior which we cannot tolerate
here at Trinity. I trust you will Dear Mr. Schoyer:
liquor was consumed.
The matter was referred to and ending on April 14th at 5:00
There are three phases of this bring your influence to bear on
On Saturday evening, March Medusa, our student disciplinary p.m. Wayne's penalty was more
Wayne
to
make
sure
that
we
do
not
incident which concerned me and
14th, at approximately 10:45, body, which called the two men severe than Mr. Ousler's because
also influenced the Medusa in have a repetition in the future. If Wayne and George Ousler were before them for a review of the of his previous record of censure.
you
have
any
questions
concerning
arriving at their decision. 1) The
detected violating the college rule case. After careful deliberation the
Needless to say we regret to
breaking of the college rule con- the incident or the Medusa's action concerning the presence of girls in Medusa /voted to place Mr. Ousler inform you of this incident and the
cerning the bring of liquor, beer or please do not hesitate to call upon college dormitories. Both men on censure until May 1,1953 and to action taken by Medusa. However,
wine on the campus; 2) the fact that me.
readily admitted their guilt and place Wayne on censure for the under the circumstances it is my
Very Sincerely yours, also the fact that they had created
the party was planned and not
balance of the year in addition to feeling that Wayne has received a
Joseph C. Clarke considerable noise and disturspontaneous, and 3) the complete
suspending him for one week* light sentence and that he might
Dean of Students bance.
disregard on the part of the boys
beginning April 7th at 5:00 p.m. very well have, been suspended tor
for college authority as exhibited
the balance of the semester instead
when the continued the party even
of for just one week. \ trust that
after I had requested them to
there will be no repetition ot" this
discontinue. An hour after I had
type of action on his part as
Q
£
£
departed it was necessary for the
dismissal is the next step. If you
President of the student body to
have any questions concerning the
order the party broken up.
Medusa's actions I should be
One of the Seniors was suspleased to attempt to answer them
pended from college because of a
for youprevious record. All the others
Very sincerely yours,
have been placed on censure.
Joseph C. Clarke
Censure in this case includes the
Dean of Students
A warning to freshmen in 1950 told them to wear their beanies, or else...
following:
*1 went to Havane! (sic)
Mr. William T. Schoyer
ir44Wightman Street
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

An Unexpected Vacation
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1978 AT
THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
The University of Connecticut's main campus at Storrs and branch campuses at Groton, Hartford,
Waterbury, and Stamford offer summer courses in almost all academic disciplines. The cost is only
S45 per credit. Credits earned are fully accredited and should be acceptable at your own college or
university. For more information on courses, registration procedures, etc., just mail the coupon
below.

Available only at: T r i n i t y College S t o r e

Offbeat Records
at unbelievable prices!!!

TO: Office of Credit Programs, U-S6
Extended & Continuing Education
The University of Connecticut
Storrs, CT. 06268

Some used, most new, all terrific

YES! Please send me the University of Connecticut Bulletin of summer courses in 1978.

Cledua Haggard

"Two More Sit

Eddie Kendricks

"The Hit Kan'

"Ode to my Udy"

ileartsfield

"Local Centrv"

The Dynamic Superiai
The lluckinghims

"Portraits"

I.ovt'crnft

"We Lovu Vou

"iEarnlct, Lev,
Pllil. .

Undisputed Truth

Name.
-Apt.ft-

No. & Street.

City_

-State-

Institution currently attending:..

Gary Urn-tun (]ulnti»t

"llr^o-.s so Real"

Creative Source

"Connldar the Source"Pat Heelieny

Randall ISmmliJctt

"Lin't
"bright

Graham Parker

Zip-

Spirit

"Farclier Alodi!11

Klko Crcctie-

Fotbnck Band

"tfifihe Fev*r"

HjimersufLh

" I t ' s fur Ymi"

Uouacon Parson

"Pure l'icaoura"

Rush

" A l l tlit- Muflrf1.

Culfdi' Sznbo

"Klght riigl't 11

Crahar: P.irkL'r

Von Dcr Or««f flenerflCor

"SLtH

Ilobblc Ccntry and (Jlun Cani-bull

The Curcla hroa.

An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Institution

Uncttl«d

Contact Box 71S or Call 524-S052 Today
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Theatre Arts Program Presents
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Spring Rep Crowns Theater Season
by Peter Bain
And so the time is finally upon
us, the time of artistic satisfaction
and aesthetic fulfillment. Trinity
College is in the middle of an
atomic theatrical explosion which
detonated to the sounds of
thundering ovations for last
weekend's production of Anything
Goes and whose cloud will
mushroom and spread this
weekend with the performance of
this year's Spring Repertory shows.
It is a time of immense theatrical
excitement and vitality on campus,
a time whose energy is contagious,
whose creativity is striking, and
whose sincerity and dedication is
awe-inspiring. It is hoped that the
entire college community took in
the magic that that was in Anything
Goes. The Spring Rep shows this
weekend should add to that magic,
complement it, and complete a
striking fortnight of dramatic acjivit at Trinity.
Last week the three shows that
will be performed this Thursday
and Saturday were discussed.
Today a look will be taken at the
two shows that will be presented at
8:15 p.m. on Friday and Sunday.
These two shows are Domino
Courts and the first act of Tom
Stoppard's Rosencrantz and

Guilderstern are dead,
Laurie Basch is directing
Domino Courts, which was written
by William Hauptkan. For Laurie,
the show offered a different kind of
challenge than the one she faced
last semester when she directed
Jean Genet's dark play The Maids.
Domino Courts, in contrast to The
Maids, is a light play, full of
characters that are interesting to
watch.
The Characters themselves"
commented Basch, "are endearing.
But they are not simple ones. They
are challenging for the actors
because they are all so different;
they're all very creative characters.
They give the actor a chance to use
a lot of imagination in developing
the role itself."
Basch is working to establish a
very definite mood in her direction,
that of the 1930's. She has been
working with her performers on
developing the vaudevillian type of
comic style that typified that
decade. Calling the style essentially
"heightened realism," Basch said
that she was trying to produce the
entire show in a style that would
present an overall flavor of the
1930's to its audience.
Ross Hamilton is the director

Lucloe To Perform
The Trinity Organ Series
concludes this current academic
season with a performance by the
young German organ virtuoso
Martin Lucker on Friday, April 28,
at 8:15 p.m. in the Trinity College
Chapel.
Martin Lucker is a member of
the faculty at the famed Westphalian School of Sacred Music in
Herford (Germany), where he has
taught since the age of 22. He is a
native of Westphalia, born in Pr.
Oldendorf in 1953, and his
repertoire specialization for
performances takes a double thrust
reflecting his national heritage-the
music of the North German
Baroque composers, and that of
the
German
"Romantics,"
especially Reger.
Mr. Lucker was a member of
the faculty at the 1976 Choate
Organ Seminar in Connecticut and
has performed in several Nor-

theastern U.S. cities prior to his
first national tour of both the U.S.
and Canada in 1978. He is adept at
lecturing in both German and
English.
His own study of the organ
began in Hanover, and since 1975
he has been a private student of
Anton Heiller in Vienna. He has
taken top prizes in a number of
European competitions, including
the First Prize in the 1975
Nuremberg Organ Competition.
He has performed widely in
Europe and is a veteran of
numerous radio and television
recitals and concerts in-Germany.
Mr. Lucker will perform the
Three Chorals of Cesar Franck and
the Variations and Fugue on an
original theme in F# Minor, op. 73
of Max Regar.
This performance is open to the'
public and there is no admission
charge.

Duo Preforms
On Saturday, April 29th,
Kim Strongin and Rosie Whitney will perform a little night
music on the quad. Beginning at
8:00 p.m. the two entertainers
assisted by Paul Loether on
bass, will sing and play three

hours of folk, pop and electic
boogie in front of the Bishop.
Hopefully we'll have kegs out
there for you to start the
evening off right. All are urged
to come and join in this spring
weekend extravaganza.

for the first act of Rosencrantz and
Guilderstern Are Dead. Hamilton did not feel that presenting only the first act of the
play would limit his production's
effectiveness, that the show would
seem incomplete. The first act,
said Hamilton, is an entity unto
itself; it is self-contained and does
not really depend on any other
section of the play to function as a
complete unit.
"The first act does a great deal
of work by itself," commented
Hamilton. It takes Rosencrantz and
Guilderstern and brings them from
confusion to a point at which they
are called to actions, or to move.

We don't really know what their
action will be or where they'll
move, but it really doesn't matter.
We don't have to know. The point
is that there has been a resulution
of their situation, one of action.
The play itself was very important to the director. After
directing Harold Pinter's The
Collection last fall, Hamilton found
himself extremely interested in a
modern British Drama. Rosencrantz and Guilderstern Are Dead
fit the bill as the play for which he
was searching. Writtren by a
Briton, the play is imbued with the
split
second times pace,
fascinatingly constructed dialogue,

Music Production Shines

Anything Goes Great

by Diane Honkeler
Crossing the Atlantic on an
the help of Reno and Moonface
imposters. Once again, Moonface
ocean liner was never so funny as it Martin.
comes through with his "silver
was on board the S. S. American.
Moonface is a fast-talking lining" optimism as he plans their
The antics of the stowaway gangster who's disgusted that he escape by cheating two Chinamen
gangster, Moonface Martin, and only rates as Public Enemy # 13. out of their clothes in a game of
his squeaky voiced girlfriend, His naive wit and never-ending strip poker. With Reno dressed as
Bonnie, combined with the love optimism capture the audience's Orange Blossom, the "Chinese trio"
affairs of a few passengers, made affections from the beginning. arrive just in time to break up
seeing the musical, Anything Moonface disguises himself in a Evelyn's and Hope's wedding
Goes a sensational way to spend
minister's suit to remain ceremony.
the evening.
unrecognized on the boat. As
The show ends with Hope and
The curtain opened with a roommates, Moonface and Billy Billy loving each other with no one
colorful scene of all the passengers contrive to get Hope's busybody to stand in their way because
boarding the deck of the ship. mother and English boyfriend out Evelyn and Reno have also fatten in
Everyone gets excited when the of the way. Billy ends up running
love. A final touch of happiness is
glamorous and famous Reno around after Hope dressed as a added when Billy's boss, who has
Sweeney arrives, trailed by an sailor, a woman, and a Chinese been blind without glasses, and
entourage of four beautiful waiter. Although all these scenes seasick, charms Mrs. Harcourt's
"angels" in silky pink hot pants. are extremely
funny
and affections away with flattering
Next, the prim Hope Harcourt beautifully sung, poor Billy is never words and his Wall St. Reputation.
enters with her doting mother and sure of Hope's love for him.
The curtain drops just after
fiance, Sir Evelyn Oakleigh, much
Moonface never gives up and Moonface, much to his dismay, is
to the dissappointment of the helps Billy out even when their pronounced "harmless" by a
flirtatious Billy Crocker. Billy loves situation seems hopeless. After a telegram from Washington. " An
Hope and wants to marry her hilarious barroom scene where ensemble finale brings the entire
despite her engagement to Billy, Moonface, Reno, and Evelyn brightly dressed, smiling cast out to
Oakleigh. He spends the entire trip confess their sins, Moonface and dance and sing to this happy entrying to win Hope's heart with Billy are thrown in jail for being ding.

CAMPUS
PIZZA
Pizza

PREPARE'FOR:

NIC AT • DAT • LSAT • GM AT
GREOCAT VATSAT
NMBI.II.HI ECFMG FLEX VQE

and meticulous character construction that is indigenous to the
best of British Drama today. The
play presents characters with
universal appeal, characters which
reflect with extreme accuracy the
society in which they function.
This year's Spring Rep
production has five varied interesting works, each of which has
its own definite style, mood, and
message. So far it has been a very
good spring for the college,
theatrically speaking. Spring Rep
wUl close out what will have been a
definitely "up" year for theater at
Trinity. And it will do so with an
unqualified bang.

Tel.: 246-3663

Hot Oven
Grinders
Spaghetti

NATL DENTAL BOARDS •NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Programs & Hours

,

There IS[a difference!!!

Greek Salad

Complete tape facilities for review and supplemental purposes
For Information Please Call:

' * " , • >

101 Whitney Ave.
New Haven, Ct.
789-1169
Come Visit Our Center

1258 Broad Street
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Outside N.Y. State Only CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782
Centers in Maior US Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico and Lugano, Switzerland

(Between Vernon St.
and Alien Pi.)

Richard Hugo

Guest Poet Reads
by Ellen Sherman
please know
old towns we loved in matter,
lovers matter, playmates, toys, and
we take from our lives those days
when everything moved,...chance
poem.
—from "Letter to Kathy from
Widsom."
It is often said that a poet is one
of the worst authorities on the
meaning of his or her own words.
Whether or not this is consistently
true, the poet is certainly the only
one capable of commenting on
how he or she creates. Richard
Hugo gave a stirring and engaging
reading in Wean Lounge on April
18th. An hour before the reading,
he offered some insights on his own
creative process to Hugh Qgden's
Poetry Workshop class.
Hugo loves words. He ex-

plained that when assessing the
poet's relationship to both
language and to subject, he sees a
much closer affiliation between the
poet and language; the subject
should depend on the poet's
language rather than vice versa.
When writing his latest
published collection of poems, 31
Letters and 13 Dreams, Hugo
found that the vehicles of letters
and dreams enabled him to
minimize usual technical problems
by solving several considerations
before he began each poem. For
example, each letter poem is set in
a particular "triggering town,"
which he is sharing with a particular friend. The problem of tone
is solved since he speaks as he
would speak to the friend; as in a
letter, each poem is in the present
tense.
Hugo's poetry is deceptive;

Eat Now5 Pay Later
by Jeff Dnfresne
with Holly DuBral

Dillinger robbed in 1933. The
dining rooms include The Cash
Vault, The Safe Deposit Room, The
Last National Sank
Mint or The Board Room.
752 Main Street
After strolling through the
At Central Row
vault's four intimately lit dining
Hartford, Ct.
rooms, we settled down to bank
"business" by selecting wines
Food: **
from a deposit bag and entrees
Atmosphere: ****'/.
from a savings passbook (containService: ****
ing witty collection of drink and
d.iner descriptions from banking
Key:
lingo). Special L.N.B. beverages
Excellent: • • • • •
($2.00) include the Russian Peso,
Very Good: ****
the Check Book, Silver Nugget and
Good: ***
Home Mortgage - all vodka based
Fair: **
and bound to put you out of
Poor: *.
balance. Jeff's Vacation Loan was a
pleasing dark rum punch blended
The Last National Bank restauwith tropical juices - Holly will
rant, located in the vault of the old
attest that it'll "rattle your
Hartford Trust Company (built in
change!" International
(Beer)
1922), pays daily dividends in the
Banking is not overlooked at L.N.B.
form of food and atmosphere rather
with an offering of Grolsch, St.
than dollars and cents.
Pauli Girl lignt, Beck's, Foster's,
Recreated in the atmosphere Heinekin, Molson Golden Ale, and
that existed in banks of the '20's draught beer.
and '30's, the decbr of the L.N.B.
Dinner Dividends were the next
combines artifacts collected from
over 15 banks between Minnesota on the agenda—served with either
and Connecticut. A 24-ton steel a warm loaf of bread and vegetavault marks the entrance of the bles or a julienne salad with a
restaurant and the cashier sits in a choice of House (creamy Italian),
teller's cage from a Putnam Russian, Italian, French, and Blue
Country, Ind. bank that John

while they sound "as if spoken," in
truth Jiis poems embody the five
percent of everyday speech worth
repeating. Hard work and
ingenious editing allow him to
concisely capture those ideas
which most of us would ramble on
about for five pages—and probably
still not comment on as completely.
Hugo's words are pleasingly unpretentious. The reader thinks:
"that sounds like me. I think those
same things...when I'm thinking
well."
Hugo's speech is similar to his
verse: succinct and direct, yet
vulnerable and complex. People
speak in digressions, he said. To
suggest this in verse, "you start
right in the middle." In a not uncommon moment of objectivity, he
added, "of course what I'm telling
you is all wrong. It works for me,
but it's all wrong."

I hate feeling as I become wellknown that I'm marked; poet,
beware; it is only my view, not the
last word.
—from "Letter to Goldbarth from
Big Fork."
Hugo's poetry exemplifies a
self'conscious angst which is
characteristic of many modern
poets; all of his poems express a
need to lay bare—to unbury,
probe, reveal. His letter poems
evbce a great amount of selfawareness; one must understand
one's self in order to capture how
and why one addresses another.
The dream poems, like dreams,are more abstruse than Hugo's
letter poems. At the reading, he
laughingly insisted, "they're not my
dreams. I'm not gonna tell you my
dreams, there might be some smart
aleck out there." He also read a few
of his newest poems. These were
primarily composed on the Scottish
island of Skye, where he spent the
past year on a Guggenheim
Fellowship. These poems abound
with magic lore and Scottish spirits.
One sentiment pervades all of
Hugo's poetry: unlike many of his
contemporaries, Hugo upholds the
integrity, of all things—-everything
matters. The words in which he
conveys this belief are beautiful
and
provocative—enticingly
lyrical, yet strikingly clear.

Arts Calendar
DANCE
Beverly Brown Dancensemble. performance in Goodwin Theatre,
AAC. May 6 at 8:15. Master class given at 11:00 a.m. Tickets for
performance 2.50 for students. Master class: $3.00 for participants,
$1.50 for observers. Further info: 527-8062 AAC.
DRAMA
"The Philadelphia Story" by Philip Barry. Log Wharf Theatre
April 13-May 14. Info: (203) 436-1680.
"The Wild Duck" by Ibsen. Yale Repertory Theatre. April 7-May 3.
Info: (203) 436-1600.
Spring Repertory Shows: Five one acts presented by Trinity College
students. Goodwin Theatre, AAC. April 26-29 at 8:15. "Royal Flush" by Maurice Young and "Many Mansions" by
Warren Giffen, two original plays by Hartford area playwrights,
presented at The Old Place. Arpil 24 at 8:00. Tickets and info: $2.50
at Box Office 246-6801.
"The Furies of Mother Jones" by Maxine Klein. Performed by
Boston's Little Flags Theatre. The Old Place. April 29 at 7:30.
EXHIBITIONS
"Designing for the Theatre" an exhibition of stage designers' work.
Long Wharf Theatre (Gallery). April 23-May 14. Info:
(203)436-1680.
Rembrandt etchings at the Wadsworth Atheneum. Through May
21.
Prints created by Trinity College Studio Arts Department. CPTV
Gallery 24, April 4-28.
Jackie Winsor, abstract sculpture. Matrix Gallery, Wadsworth
Atheneum through May.
HOLM
"Twentieth Century" a farce by Howard Hanks. RAW. Arpil 30 at
7:00 Donation: $2.00
"Evening of Animation". RAW. April 28 at 8:30-12:00 p.m.
Admission: $2.00
MUSIC
Michael Kelly Blanchard. Washington Room, MCC. May 6 at 8:00,
Tickets on sale in MCC during dinner, $2.50 in advance.
Martin Luker, organist performing in the Trinity College Chapel.
Arpil 28 at 8:15. Free Admission.
"Timbrel" performs at Civic Center Shops. April 29 at 12:00 p.m.
Dave Brubeck and his New Brubeck Quartet. Emmanual
Synagogue. May 7 at 7:30. Tickets on sale at Marty's Music Mart,
LaSalle Music Shops: $7.50 general admission, $12.50 reserved
seats. Further info: (203) 233-1418.
Jazz Clarion performed by Hartford Conservatory of Music.
Hartford Conservatory. April 30, Info: 246-2588.

Summer
School?

Nob€>dy said It was
going to b e bard!
So you've got to go to summer school. Why
make it hard on yourself? At the University of
Rhode Island you get the best instruction, and
all of Rhode Island to play in. Small classes and
great beaches. Lots of courses and plenty of
tennis. And at night, you can dance to the music.
Get. your credits while you get your tan at URI
Summer Session. Terms begin June 19 and July
24 at Kingston and Providence campuses. Call
toll free.
(OPERATOR 102)

a special three hour Master Oats to Trinity Students only

URI Summer Session, University of Rhode Island
Kingston, RI02881
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Dance Improv Held

by Sarah Fried
This coming Friday, April 28,
the Women's Center is sponsoring
a participatory workshop in
movement improvisation to be
followed by "Womansong," a series
of dance improvisations by Mona
Daleo 79 and Judy Dworin,
Director of the Dance Program.
In the workshop, participants
will explore the idea of movement
as a basic form of communication
and expression and its role in our
everyday interactions. The goal of
the workshop is to help men and
women to break free from the
narrow and codified modes of

expression that restrict Sur in- Both are in Wean Lounge and are
teractions. Through expanding the free.
definition of communication and
physical expression, the workshop
will help people to develop a fuller
and more satisfying rapport. The
workshop will also be an aid in
understanding the bridge between
communicative movement and
dance, showing how dance improvisation exists as a performing
art. Participation in the workshop
is highly recommended as it will
heighten enjoyment and understanding of the performance.
The workshop begins at 7 p.m.
and the performance at 8:30 p.m.

L.N.B.

Moimtaineering #4.

THEOPTIMUM
MO
Mountaineering1 is a skill
of timing as well as techj
nique. The wrong
moment, like the
wrong method,
marks the gap
to
between
amateur and
aficionado. S.o the
key to successful mountaineering is to choose the occasions
wisely and well. When, then, is
it appropriate to slowly oj
juaff..
the smooth, refreshing
mountains of Busch Beer?
Celebrations, of course,
are both expected and excellent opportunities to
test your mountaineering
mettle. Indeed, on major
holidays it is virtually
mandatory
. to do so.
Imagine
ushering
in the
fiscal new
year or
commemorating
Calvin C.
Coolidge's
birthday
or throwing caution to the wind during
Week without the
benefit of Busch. A
disturbing prospect at best;.
On the ;
other hand, not '
every event nee
be as significant as those
outlined above/
1

Small
Victories like exams passed,,
papers completed or classes:
attended are equally.,
acceptable.
Remember the
mountaineer's motto:
matricula-.
tion is
celebration. •;':
Interper-/.
sonal relationships are also '
meaningful times. There are
J.few things finer than
^•taking your compan"1^. ion in hand and head•ing for the mountains,
ittranscending the horn and hum-drum
t:in favor of a romantic

> pleasures of mountaineering
run the risk of being labeled
social climbers. But such
cheap shots are to be ignored.
They are the work of cynics,
nay-sayers and chronic
malcontents.
Similarly, the ambience
of an athletic afternoon (e. g.•;:,
The Big Game) is another : . V
ideal moment. Downing :
the mountains elevates
the: morale of the fan and,
hence, the team. Therefore, if you care at all about
the outcome, it is your duty to
mountaineer.
When should one not
enjoy the invigoration of the
mountains? Here, you'll be
happy to learn, the list is
much briefer.
•. . ; Mountaineering is
considered
declasse
with

..•-

"dessert,
improper ^.
i. during judicial proceed•"tngs andjust
plain foolish while
crop dusting around
power lines. Otherwise,
as the hot-heads of the
sixties used to say, "Seize
the time!"

J.'TJ P*) "D TYT"Q4"T TT"IQ1 I T T
/•'Xu \£) JCu. JLMctiLjUJ- .
yi

couples who share the

Mountaineering is the science and art of drinking B\isoh. The term originates due to the snowy, Ioy peaks sported
by the lahel outside and perpetuates due to the cold, naturally refreshing taste inside, (of lessons 1, 3 and 3 )

Don't just reach for a beer.

BUSCH

Head for the mountains.

cont. from page 14
Cheese dressing. The salads are
generously portioned with a safe
combination of iceberg lettuce,
croutons and ham. Next arrived the
soups; for Holly, the Clam Chowder ($1.05) which was served thick
and creamy, but unfortunately
lacked the real New England
character of chowder. Monsieur Du
Fresne's Baked French Onion soup
($1,50) arrived topped with a
crouton mozzarella and parmesan
cheese, but was similarly too plain
for his tastes.
We then made room for the
escargot—our auditor's appetizer
(S3.25) consisted of six delicately
seasoned shellless snails served in
a garlic sauce which was perfect for
dunking. Patrons can also choose
from a selection of (hot) shrimp
scampi, stuffed mushroom, clams
casino, and Oysters Rockefeller, as
well as (cold) Shrimp cocktail,
: artichoke hearts, and fruitshfub^:?"
Next arrived the ''main transactions" which were selected from
over 20 entrees ranging from
Alaskan King Crab to Terryaki
steak. Jeffs Chairman of the
Board—a closely trirnrned boneless
prime New York strip steak
brought expectations of "executive
excellence" from the menu description...but unfortunately arrived
with middle management mediocrity. A rather lackluster steak was
accompanied by green beans of
Green Giant caliber and offered at
the tune of $8.45 (steep). Similarly,
Holly's Neptune's Negotiables
(bakedstuffed shrimp basted lightly with lemon butter, bnywld rice)
proved too spiritless^ for; the price
($8.95), We condluded our Venture
with a complete liquidation consisting of Jamaican Coffee (Tia aria
and Meyer's Rum - 12.00) and
Cappuccino ($1.00, or $2.00 with
your choice of liquor).
Although we found the majority
of the food offerings overpriced for
their returns, a word of praise is
desired for the service.
Your "Friendly Banker" serves
lunch and dinner continuously from
11 a.m. - 11 p.m. weekdays, 11
a.m. - midnight, Friday and Saturday, and 3 p.m. - 10 p.m. Sunday.
Brunch and dinner are served 11
a.m. - 3 p.m. on Sunday. Parking
tickets from the Gold Building
(directly across the street) are
validated at the Bank seven days
weekly, after 5:00 p.m. and all day
Sunday.
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Announcements
Wed., April 26
7:00 p.m., McCook Auditorium.
"Point of Order," a documentary
on the Army-McCarthy Hearings of
1954. All are welcome to attend.
Wednesday, April 26
7:30 p.m. life Science Center.
Boom 131
"Hanger in Mississippi," a recent
production that examines the problem of hunger. The film is
sponsored by the "Problems in
World Hunger" class, offered thru
the Intercultural studies Department. The movie will be followed
by discussion. All are welcome to
attend. Admission is free.

Exam Schedule
The
buff-colored
Final
Examination Schedule which was
included in the preregistration
packets is indeed the exam
schedule for Christmas Term,
1978. The schedule for finals will
be published at preregistration
from now on in order to allow
students to make plans in advance
of final exam time and vacation
periods. The schedule for the
current (Trinity) term has already
been posted (on white paper) in all
the usual places.

International Exhibit
The newly formed Trinity
International Club is sponsoring its

Bale Carnegie
Course

FrL, April 28
10:30 a.m. and 2:00 p.m., Mather
Hall: Department of Education
symposium on "John Dewey and
his New Critics." The nationally
recognized scholars of educational
theory who will participate include
Reginald Archambault, Walter
Feinberg, Henry Perkinson, and
Michael Simmons, Jr. Old and new
members of Pi Gamma Mu are
reminded that the Symposium will
be part of the Induction Day
events, capped by dinner in
Hamlln.

Interested students are en-"
couraged to pick up applications at
B&G, 238 New Britain Avenue, as
soon as possible.

The formation of a summer
Dale Carnegie Course to begin in
June and ending in August has
been announced by R. M. FranAnyone interested in parcoeur & Associates. Classes will be ticipating in an evaluation of the
conducted in the Hartford area. Women's
Center
and its
The Dale Carnegie Course, which activities—all areas of input are
has more than 2,000,000 graduates, needed—will
involve
apis designed to develop in an in- proximately two hours of one
dividual additional poise and self- evening, dinner included. Contact
confidence and skills in com- Rita Smith, extension 207, by May
munications and human relations. 1.
Further information is available by
phoning 232-6000.

Women's Center

of the world's only inexhaustible,
predictable, egalitarian, nonpolluting, safe, terrorist-resistant,
and free energy source. It will be
called "Sun Day."

Seabrook Plant
Anyone interested in starting an
affinity group for the occupation of
the Seabrook Nuclear Power Plant
site this summer, please call Tica
Simpson, 249-7987 or Chris Sloan
246-0140.

Registrar's Office

second major event on campus, an
international exhibition. The event
will include a number of different
activities all taking place in the
Washington Room on Tuesday and
Wednesday, April 25 and 26
between l;00 and 10:00 p.m.
The exhibit will feature a
number of events ranging from
native dancing to documentary
films on foreign countries. There
will also be competent speakers
from the Foreign Relations,
Political Science, History and
Foreign Language departments. In
addition, various Arts and Crafts
will be for sale at individual booths
during the exhibit. An assortment
of unusual foods and beverages will
also be served.

B&G Jobs

• The Registrar's Office will be
closed on Thursday, April 27 and
Friday,
April
28 during
Preregistration. The staff will be
available in the Washington Room,
as will transcript requests and all
other forms.

The Buildings and Grounds
Department is now accepting
applications frtim Trinity undergraduates for summer employment. Categories of work
include grounds care, painting,
mechanical helpers, and general
cleaning.
On Wednesday, May 3, 1978,
These summer jobs are open to there will be a national celebration
undergraduate students who are
planning to re-enroll for the 197879 academic year. Preference will
be given to those students receiving
financial aid. The work period is
from May 30 through September 1.
Applicants must be able to start
work no later than June 5 and
work through August 18.

Sun Day

college sport shop

'. PHONE 547-O263

Tretorn Tennis Shoes

^ptf

Bjorn Borg and Billie Jean King
CustbmStrung:AA/ith Best Nylon
List $38.5d; Special $27:50

TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS
JOHN W. DULKA, PROP.

247-9905

219 NEW BRITAIN AVE.
HARTFORD, CONN.
(COR. HENRY BT,)

112 New Britain Ave.

For
Call when you
Delicious
leave - it will
Pizza and Hot
be ready upon
Oven Grinders
arrrival
Now serving Pastrami
Cappicolu & Veal Cutlet Grinders

SYMBOLS OF LOVE

Kan

Poise
i i

As perfect as the love you
share... a Keepsake
diamond... guaranteed in
writing for perfect
clarity, fine white
color and precise cut.

Keepsake8
Registered Diamond Rings
T r M Reg. A.H. PonJ Co.

How to Plan Your Engagement and Wedding

Phone

247-0234

FREE! Beautiful 20-page booklet for planning your engagement and
wedding plus .color brochure on vital diamond facts and latest ring
styles. Special Bonus Coupon saves you 50% on Keepsake Bride's Book,
your complete wedding record. Send 25* for postage and handling-

Richard Staron
pfop.

Across from South Campus
287 New Britain Avenue
Hartford

Nairn*

_

SN78
—

Address.

City
State.

,
I

.Zip.

Keepsake Diamond Rings, Box 90, Syracuse, New York 13201
Find your Keepsake
dealer under
under jewelers
Jewelers in
in tne
the Yellow
Ke dealer
leuuw •Pag«
-B— |
or call toll free 800-243-6100. In Connecticut 800-882-6500. •
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More Sports]/
Waterpolo Continues
Its Moist Ways

ion. ':
taut,;

The Spring edition of the
Trinity College Water Polo Team
continued its moist winning ways as
they evened their record at 2-2.
Trinity optimistically looks forward
toward the Spring season after a
stupendous 7th place finish at the
1977 Indoor AAU Nationals held
this past December.
On April 5, co-captains Rob
Calgi and Kent ReiEy led a highly
wired team into the cages of ZooMass for their tourney. Against
RPI in the first game, Trim held a
slight advantage over the Doves
until the third quarter, but the
fourth quarter ended in a tie.
Through one period of overtime,
the game remained deadlocked at
7. However, the conditioning of
RPI came through as they won the
game in double overtime 11-8,
Calgi led Trin's scoring attack with
three goals followed by single
tallies by Reilly, Rich Katzman,
and Rob Meyer. Despite the fact
that Trin lost in double-overtime,
the game pointed out the superior
playing ability of the Ducks as they
have not practiced nor conditioned
themselves since last Novermber.
In the second game of the tourney,
the Ducks handily beat U Mass. 178. Reilly and frosh Steve Spencer

incf ,x

bat f
Tka j
loan '
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the ring sale.

$5995$

i !

save up to 22

00

JV Lacrosse Action

Men's traditional Siladium® rings
and selected women's fashion rings
are an unusual buy at $59.95.
Today is your last chance to get really outstanding savings in this sale.

™7IRI(7IRVED

traded off the goaltending duties.
Reils also led the Trin scoring with
four goals; Calgi, Mike Hinton, and
Scott MacDonald pummelled three
goals apiece. Katzman had two,
whilst Meyer and Len Adam added
single tallies.
On Saturday, April 12, the
Ducks journeuyed to Medford,
Mass, to participate in Tufts Univ.
Tourney. Trin was surprised to
learn that their two opponents for
the day would once again be RPI
and U Mass, Against RPI, Trin was
bolstered by the appearance of
their starting goalie Fritz Eberle,
along with veterans Randy
Brainerd and Ted Murphy. RPI
held a one goal advantage
throughout the game, and eked out
a 7-6 decision. Against U Mass,
Trin pummeled out a 10-5 win. The
defense played a stellar game,
aided by the contributions of
goaltender Eberle and Tic Houk
and Hinton. For the .Tourney,
Reilly led all scorers with six goals,
followed by four for C algi, two
apiece for Katzman and H/nton,
and a singleton goal for Brainerd.
Trinity will have a MiniTourney against Tufts Univ. and U
Conn on Friday nite, May 5, from
6:00 to 9:00. All are welcome to
attend. Be there, Aloha.

The men's JV Lacrosse Bants had a l-l week, as they were
defeated 8-6 by Taft on Thursday and pounded MIT JVs, 5-1, on
Saturday. Thursday's game was highlighted by a trio of goals from
midi Steve Yarnall and a pair by Steve Dylag. The MIT victory is
due in large part to the sound work of goalie Dave Snyderwine.

REPRESENTATIVE

has a large collection of rings. Ask to see them.

Dates

April 25,1978

Place

Bookstore

Deposit required. Ask about Master Charge or Visa.

Follett's
Trinity College Bookstore
i>

JV goaltender Dave Snyderwine has done some exceUent work
these past few games for the Bantams.
photo by Peter Wilson

Racquets Awards
Trinity College Students and Faculty
1 0 % OFF all eyewear
PROFESSIONAL OPTICAL CENTER OFFERS
• One Year Replacement Guarantee,
against breakage of lenses or frames
• Never A Charge For Adjustments
• Conveniently Located Across From Hartford Hospital
• Free Parking
VISA - BANKAMERICARD
HOURS: MON-FRI. 9 AM-6RM
SAT. 9AM-NOON

TELEPHONE: 247-7721
100 Retreat Avenue
Hartford, Connecticut 06106

ROY LEE
MANAGER

This past Friday, April 21, the
annual Trinity Racquets Awards
were presented in the Tansill Room
of the Ferris Athletic Center.
Men's Varsity Squash Coach,
Roy Dath, presented Page Landsdale with the Newton Brainerd
Award for winning the College's
Men's Squash Racquets Tournament. Landsdale played in the
number one position on the Varsity
Squash team for much of this past
season.
Marion DeWitt, the Captain of
this year's women's squash team,
was presented with the Virginia C.
Kurth Award, for winning the
Women's Squash Tournament
Mrs. Kurth made the presentation

herself.
Scott Friedman was named
recipient of the John A. Mason
Award for Most Improved Squash
Player on the Men's team. Mr,
Mason, a longtime friend and
afficionado of Trinity Squash,
presented the trophy.
Kim Henning received the
Phyllis L. Mason Award for being
this year's Most Improved
Women's Squash Player. Mrs.
Mason was there to give the award.
All the members of Coach Sane
Millspaugh's undefeated Women's
Varsity Tennis Team from this past
fall were also presented 'with
commemorative mugs in honor of

**^^il^
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More Sports
Bantam Baseball
by Nick Noble
The early 1880's were bleak
years for Trinity Baseball. The
brief but brilliant shining of
Cricket's star, the growth of
Tennis, and the emergence of
football in the fall months, had all
done their best to undermine
baseball at Trinity. The Trinity
College Baseball Association was
deep in debts, and only one official
outside contest had been played in
almost four years.
Then in fall of 1883 there
arrived on campus a tall, dark
haired young freshman: affluent,
intelligent, and with a keen love of
Baseball. Joseph Wellington
Shannon was dismayed at the
condition in which lie found the
game atop Summit Hill, and
resolved to do something about it.
He and another classmate, William
Wyatt Barber, began to hold in-

Part Three: Shannon's Men

formal but very intense practices National League, was hired to
during the winter, and once again a coach the battery and instruct the
baseball interest was aroused at team. Barber had taken a term off,
but even without his steady bat,
Trinity.
By the spring of their Trinity put together a 4-3 record,
sophomore year, Shannon and defeating Wesleyan 11-6, and
Barber had managed to arrange a Bantam Baseball was definitely on
four game schedule: Trinity taking the upswing.
1887 was the first truly golden
on Waterbury, Harvard, Yale, and
RPI. Shannon pitched all four year in the annals of Trinity
games, and they lost three against a Baseball. The fledgling Bantams
single win (over RPI 9-6.) But they were now an older, experienced
were scoring runs, and they'd had a team of college veterans. It was an
taste of real baseball action, the amazingly strong team: Joe
first at Trinity in a good many Shannon pitched every game, and
his fine winning record of 10-5-1
years.
Shannon realized that if the was also, the team's. As well as
fledgling Bantams were to be performing his feats of mound
successful, what they most magic daily, Shannon hit at a .300
especially needed was some good clip (in an era when men were men,
coaching, and so the wealthy and before the Designated Hitter), and
dedicated Captain spared no fielded perfectly in sixteen games.
expense in hiring the best. Charles He set the Trinity record for
J. Ferguson, a phenomenal young strikeouts by in a single contest
pitcher for Philadelphia in the

twice, both times against Wesleyan
when he fanned 17.
Also on that awesome Trinity
Nine was Billy Barber, the great
Bantam catcher, a brilliant fielder
who hit with considerable power.
As a schoolmaster in Southborough, Massachusetts, Billy B.
would be remembered by his
charges as an "elderly gentleman
who played shortstop" and would
always pride himself on the two
home runs he hit against his
school's arch-rival: he never
stopped enjoying baseball.
Two of Trinity's finest infielders, Godfrey Brinley and R.
McC ook Brady, also played on that
team. Brinley was a tough,
aggressive third baseman-shortstop
with large hands and an incredible
bat. Brady was just beginning at
second and third, and his fielding
would be a questionable point for a
year or so, but he made up for this

deficit with handfuls of clutch base
hits.
Coached
part-time
by
Ferguson, they met with unprecedented success. Their
summer, however, was marred by
the death of Ferguson in
Philadelphia of typhoid fever at the
age of twenty-four.
The next year Shannon, already
a graduate but still playing,
engaged Michey Welch, a
magnificent New York Pitcher, to
coach the team. Although bursting
with potential, the Trinity squad
failed to live up to it, and ended 812 on the year.
While it would be three years
more before the Bantams enjoyed
another triumphant season,
Baseball was firmly ensconced and
at Trinity to stay, due primarily to
the energy and the efforts of Joseph
Wellington Shannon and his merry
band "of men.

Both Best And Worst For Varsity Baseball
by Nick Noble
It is said that the sky is always
darkest before the dawn, and no
darker day for Trinity Baseball can
be imagined than last Friday's 20-0
shutout administered by a fired-up
Wesleyan Nine to a lacklustre
Bantam squad. All the runs were
earned this time round, as Trinity
played errorless ball, but it was to
no avail. The Cardinals teed off on
the HilUopper hurlers time and
again, and Marut, the Middletown
moundsman, fanned six and held
the Bantam bats to only three hits.

r

Two were off the stick of catcher
Bill Irvine, on a hitting skein of
late, and the third was a line shot
off Marut's leg by Roger Moreau. It
was not a pleasant day.
Earlier in the week the Hawks
of UHart had bested the Bantam
Nine 9-4. It was a typical Trinity
start. A delicate combination of
erratic pitching and infield errors
combined to give the Hawks a four
run lead, and although Trinity
played heads-up, aggressive, even
good baseball after that first inning,
the deficit was just never over-

come, and UHart laid claim to the
• win.
On Saturday Trinity made the
long trek to Medford, Mass, to do
dual battle with the Jumbos of
Tufts. A perennial powerhouse,
Tufts came into the twin bill with
an 8-3-1 record, boasting of
victories over Harvard, Holy Cross,
and Williams (twice), while losing
one run squeakers to Boston
College and Amherst. It must be
remembered that Trinity lost 6-4 to'
Williams, and was annihilated by
Ameherst to the tune of 18-4. So

Trinity Track At NESCACs
Women Strong In First Appearance

The Trinity Women's Track
Team made a very impressive
showing at'their first full meet. The
women have so far had a very
frustrating season, the Williams
and Amherst meets being cancelled and the Quninipiac meet
being rained out. Problems also
occurred with people dropping
from the team. Sunday, however,
four women comprised Trinity's
Track contingent at the NESCAC
Invitationals, competing against
nine other New England colleges.
The 440 yard relay team,
consisting of Gail Alwang, Karin
Gaertner, Anne Montgomery, and
Mary. Zackrison finished fifth. The
surprise there was simply that this

Bantam quartet had never run
together before.
Anne Montgomery's high jump
victory, coming right along with
her qualifying for and competing in
the 100 meter dash, was another
bright spot in the meet, along with
her qualifying for and competing in •
the 100 meter dash.
The workhorse of the team, and
star of the first meet, was Mary
Zaekrison, running for two first
place showings. An unknown and
the underdog, she won both the 200
and 400 meter dash, scoring the
most points for the team.
Gail Alwang and Karin
Gaertner both recorded their

personal best times in the 400
meter run. Trinity's first Women's
Track Team in the College's
history tied for fifth place overall
on the day.
The team runs against St.
Joseph's on Thursday, Eastern
Conn. State on Saturday, and goes
to Central on Monday.
Other members of the team are:
Mary Lee Sole, Tracy Newman,
and Nector Babaeghian in the field
events, Denise Jones, Betsy Green,
Ginny Gardner, Wendy Grover,
and Pam Wilton in the sprinting
department, and Erica Churgin,
Lanier Drew, and. Janet Wilkes for
the long distance runs.

Track-Men Impressive
Last Sunday the Varsity Track
team journeyed to Amherst for the
NESCAC meet at UMass. In
almost every way, the meet was
better than Wednesday's: sunny in
the high 60's, with a slight wind
blowing over the dry, tartan track.
One record was tied and another
fell for Trinity, and nearly every
Bantam improved under the ex. cellent conditions.
The NESCAC does not score
the team standings, emphasizing
individual accomplishment instead.
TheBantams fulfilled this concept
by putting together a string of
sparkling performances in unofficially finishing fourth of ten
teams.
David Poulin opened for Trinity
with a 153-8'/5 first in the discus,
ivhiJe Jeff Mather came through

with a 146-6 third. Poulin also put
the shot 43-1 for fifth, and having
earlier whirled the hammer, the
dynamic duo then watched the
others do their stuff.
Harvey Bumpers, finally
unhampered by cold, bounced to a
22-1 first in the long jump and a 428 fourth in the triple. Brett
"shades" Maclnnes missed—two
firsts in the jumps by three inches.
The. hardy co-captain finished
second in the high jump on more
misses at 6-2 1/4, and then missed
the triple jump gold, 44-6 to 44-3.
Walter Champion returned to
the team in blue and yellow socks
and zoomed to a 10.1 time in his'
100 yard heat, while Chip
McKeehan picked off fourth in the
javelin by chucking the speark 177-

7. The team saved its loudest
cheers for Rick Wang, who hit only
onehurdle for first in the 120 highs.
He has now tied the record of 15.3
four times in two Springs.
Danny Howe ran his best time
in the 880 since his appendectomy,
finishing sixth in 2:00.0, and Alex
Sherwood dropped six seconds in
seven days while flying to a personal record 2:01.5.
Alex Magoun broke his 3-mile
record in running 15:13, but John
Sandman obliterated it. The junior
ran splits of 4:54, 9:53, and 15:01,
lopping 18.5 seconds off the mark.
The mile relay team, undefeated in dual meet competition,
placed fifth as Sherwood and Peter
Hoops ran legs of 52.4 and 52.3 to
drop the team's time to 3:30.9.

things looked pretty bleak for the
Bantams' chances that Saturday
afternoon in Merry Medford.
Things started typically enough.
Reggie Spencer took the mound
for the Bantams and left it one and
a half innings later, the score 5-1
Tufts. Trinity had scored in the top
of the second on an error by the
Jumbo shortstop, allowing Joe
LoRusso to reach first, a walk to
Bill McCandless, a double steal,
and an RBI ground ball by John
Rowland. Trinity scored once more
in the third on a walk to Al Waugh
who was knocked in by Jim Smith's
single. Mike Goss came on in relief
of Spencer, and except for one
shaky moment pitched quite effectively, but Tufts coasted into the
sixth holding an 8-2 lead.
Denny Works, Tufts' premier
hurler, pitched immaculate
baseball through the fifth, striking
out the side in the fourth, and the
first batter he faced in the fifth, for
four in a row. Then in the sixth the
Bantams started to tag him. Joe
LoRusso singled, but was tagged
out going for second on a strong
throw by Ward, the Jumbo catcher.
Bill Irvine belted a shot to right
center, but it was brought in on the
run by Russell. O'Brien, Tufts' fleet
centerfielder. Works then walked
McCandless, and Frank Rowland
broke out of a season long slump
with a tremendous poke deep to
left center. As there was no fence,
Frank had to leg it out for all he
could take, but being fleet of foot,
Mr. Rowland ended up breathless
at home plate, credited with a tworun homer that put the game within
reach. Works got the next batter to
ground out, ending the inning.
In the top of the last Al Waugh
knocked a long four-bagger, and
the Bants were only down by three.
After walking Lenny Lortie and
giving up a single to Jim Smith, Mr.
Works was shown to the showers,
and although another run was
allowed to score as Pete Bennett
artfully broke up a double play,
with a controversial "hallelujah"
slide into second, the Jumbo
bullpen managed to close off any
further ttinity threat, and the final
score was 8:6, Tufts.
In the second game Trinity
combined (for the first time this
season) a brilliant blend of fine
hitting, great pitching, and
superlative defense, to trounce
their Tufts opposition 14-2. Bill
Lynch went the distance, allowing
only four hits, and with the defense

strong behind him had his best
outing of the year: a long awaited
and much deserved second win for
the veteran ace, who pitched an
overpowering game.
In the field the highlight was
shortstop Bob Almquist's sweet,
sprawling dive of a catch on a
blooper hit over the third
baseman's head. Since being
moved to short replacing an injured Lennie Lortie, Almquist has
performed perfectly, sometimes
brilliantly in that capacity. But
there were others who did almost
as well that game. Joe JoRusso, the
millionth third baseman for this
year's Bantams, produced some
clutch plays, including a nice dig of
a tough grounder, the wide throw
deftly handled by Jim Leone at
fvrst, who tagged the runner.
But the big story was the offense. Almquist had a pair of hits,
knocked in a run, stole a base, and
scored twice. Paul Pieszak also had
two singles, with RBI and a run
scored. Al Waugh had an awesome
game, singling four times in five
appearances, with two RBI, a
stolen base, and four runs tallied.
But all these fine showings paled in
comparison with possibly the
greatest plate performance of the
year: Jim Smith in rare form.
Smitty powered a three-run
homerun in his first time up, and
ended the day, his day, five for five
with two more doubles and a pair
of base hits, five RBI, and crossing
the plate thrice himself. This along
with some superb glove work in
the field made for an incredible
display of both offensive and
defensive baseball by an individual.
This puts the Bantams record at
7-11, with a trio of important games
on the horizon. On Tuesday the
WPI engineers visit Hartford, and
on Saturday the fired-up Bantams
look for revenge against Wesleyan
in a double-header at Trinity.
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More Sports
Women's Lacrosse Topple Tufts, Holyoke
And now, here it is, just what
you've all been waiting for..., the
story on last week's Tufts game!
On Saturday, April 25, Trinity
Women's LaCrosse traveled to
Medford for a very chilly but very

satisfying day at Tufts. Many
friends and relations of various
players braved the not-so-balmy
breezes of Boston to view the
contest and cheer us on.
Varsity played first, and had a

little trouble adjusting their skilled
techniques to the lumpy dirtbowl
of a field. However, after a few
minutes of play, things settled
down considerably. Trinity
dominated, working together and
backing each other up against the
strong Tufts zone defense. At the
half the score was 4-3 Trin.
The second half saw a lot
rougher play, but the Trinity attack
and defense were not to be
daunted. The defense played
tightly and were not intimidated by
the semi-sloppy and very physical
play of the Tufts attack. The final
score was 8-5, with Trin goals by
Poole 2, Wurtz 4, Eckles 1, and
Dobbin 1. The goalies from both
teams played admirably: Ann
Madaras, with the sometimes
silent support of Baby Beans, made
many good saves. The Tufts goalie
had an excellent game also, with 28
saves.
The J.V. came on next, and as is
their habit, gave their opponents
and good dusting, (particularly
necessary on a dirtbowl field.) The

first-half play was particularly
good, with little action in the Trin
backfield . Half-time score was 6-1.
The Tufts team found it hard to
penetrate the tight defense,
working both man-to-man and zone
quite effectively. Tufts came out
even more determined for the
second half, but to no avail.
Despite some hard knocks, Trin
came out of this one with 29 shots
on goal and an 8-1 victory, with
goals by two real sharp shooters
MacLea 4, and McNeely 4.
Holyoke was the next opponent, met on a soggy field.
Having been kept from practice by
rain during the week, the team was
a bit rusty on Friday, and it
showed. The Trin Varsity
dominated the play, but it was a
sloppy game. Half time score was 52, with goals by Poole 1, Bundy 1,
Echles 1, Ferguson 1, and a nice
one by defense-person Liv Brown.
The second half was not much
better, but the defense had a lot
more work to do. They played a
superb zone, awesome to the

Holyokers. Three more goals for
Trin were made by Dobbin,
Henning and Wurts, to bring the
final to 8-4 Trin. Madaras had an
excellent game with 16 saves, and
the Holyoke goalie had a good day
too, with 22 saves. Coach Sheppard's comment was, however,
appropriate, "Thank Heavens for
the first 5 minutes and the last 5
minutes. They were the only ones
where you played up to your par."
The J.V. once again had a very
good game. The defense had sort of
a boring first half, and Anne
Warner didn't have any business at
all, as there were no shots on goal.
Jebb, Hollingsworth, Tucker,
MacLea, and Lorrilard had single
goals, and Fell had a pair.
In the second half, the play was
much the same. Goals were by
Atchley 1, Hollingsworth 1, Fell 1,
and MacLea 2. Warner fielded
three shots on goal and the. final
was 12-0. We play Smith on
Tuesday, April 28, here at 3 p.m.,
and any and all support would be
much appreciated.

Another Unbeaten Week
For Trinity Tennis
V ^

Fast moving Carter Wurts carries the ball around her opponent.

Rugby Edged By
Wanderers 11-10

•f-

The Trinity College Rugby
Club's first team took to the pitch
Saturday and lost a disputable 1110 heartbreaker to the Hartford
Wanderer's "C" side at Wolcott
Park in West Hartford. A try by
alumnus Pat Heffernan at the final
whistle was disallowed because of a
Trinity infraction on a line-out two
yards from the end zone. The score
would have meant victory for the
Bantam ruggers.
Controversy aside, it was a
lovely showing by the Trinity squad
in only their second outing of the
season. The backs showed great
improvement over last week's
performance against Wesleyan and
managed to work the ball
wingward on numerous occasions.
The scrum, meanwhile, displayed
some fine running and ferocious
tackling, most notably a hit by Joe
Delano unlike anything this
reporter has ever seen in the sport
of Rugby.
Trinity's first try came prior to
the half when Ben Thompson fell

on the ball in the end-zone, capping
a long and determined Trinity
drive. Pat Heffernamn added two
points with a donversion kick from
the side line. Heffernan also put
points on the board in the second
half with a run that brought back
memories of his years here as a
running back on the football team.
Hartford scored with two tries and
a penalty kick.
Special recognition should go
to Ronnie Pelletier who did a
fantastic job at the scrum half
position—a spot he'd never played
before Saturday's game. Kim Burns
also played a good game, running
through four or five of the opposition's players on occasion. The
entire
scrum
should
be
congratulated on their fine effort.
There will be more on them next
week.
Wednesday, Trinity heads up to
the University of Massachusetts to
go against a powerful and experienced squad. It is hoped that
fewer mistakes and a little luck will
give Trinity its first win.

WILKE'S WILD AND WONDERFUL TENNIS TOURNAMENT
Men's singles And Doubles; Women's Singles And Doubles.
The first 32 to enter each tournament will play. (Round of 32 for
singles, round of 16 for doubles). Entry deadline May 1.
Only requirement is that you supply new balls for each
tournament entered. Contact Dave Wilke at 246-7964 or Box 395.
Presently active Men's Varsity and JV Tennis Players are
ineligible. Draw will be posted May 2nd in Ferris.

A taU-reachhig retain of a Ugh

Trinity's dynamic Varsity
Tennis team continued their
winning ways this
week by
trouncing a pair of stalwart opponents. On Wednesday Trin
tackled Springfield on home courts
and waltzed away with an 8-1
triumph. Tim Jenkins was the only
unsuccessful warrior that date.
Fine performances from Matthews,
Vermilye, Johnson and a host of
others highlighted the hard-fought
victory.
Three
days
later
the
Technologists
from
MIT
discovered exactly how tough and
tenacious Trinity can be, as the
Bantam Net-Men blanked the
minions of MIT 9-0. Only one set
was lost in the entire affair, by
Jenkins again, but he prevailed to
conquer.
This week the Trin Tennis
Team takes on Williams away, and
then travels to Amherst for the
New Englands.
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Women's Softball Plagued By Errors
In Loss To Quinnipiac
When things go well, they really
go well. Like last Monday night
when the Baltimore Orioles beat
the New York Yankees. And when
they go bad, they really go bad.
Like last Tuesday when the Trinity
Womens' Softball team lost to
Quinnipiac College 22-4. Too bad
we have to talk about it.
The Bants started off in the
field for the seven inning massacre
with lefty Denise Jones on the
mound. Immediately the Quinnipiac bats were dipped in fire and
then in just the right amount of
grease. Their hits were falling in
the batters' paradise-between the
outfielders and infielders. Alasthey were complicated by many

fumbles, bad throws, and slips in
the mud. Ah, there's always that
"alas."
Unfortunately, the Bantam bats
did not have the right amount of
salad oil. Many well-hit line drives
were caught by an infielder who
came out of nowhere. Paula Baker,
however, did manage a fine double,
but was left holding down second
base as the inning drew to a close,
The middle and late innings
were no better for the fielding
Bants. The hits continued to drop
just right and errors continued to
plague the Lady Nine. The
Quinnipiac pitcher (Big Irene) hit a
long fly ball over the centerfielder's
head. An easy homerun, but poor

Irene had trouble making it past
second base. She tripped over her
shoestrings, rolled a few yards, and
then scrambled safely to second.
Bizzare indeed, but just the right
amount of amusement to ease the
tension a little.
A few of the Trinity bats
connected for base hits.Ellen
Grossman, Amy Sharenow, Debbie
Davis, and Denise Jones all
reached at one time or another.
Four runs crossed the plate for the
Lady Nine. However, they stood
only knee high to Quinnipiac's 22.
All in all, it was a bleak Tuesday ioi
the softbaliers. But there's always
that once when things went...uh...not so well.
>'&&!
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Men's Lacrosse Makes It Five In A Row
by Nancy Lucas
Trinity Lacrosse extended their
winning streak to five games as
they pummeled Fairfield, 17-3, on
Tuesday, and soundly defeated
MIT on Saturday.
On Tuesday, all the Bants
played an instrumental part in the
defeat of Fairfield. Clint Brown led
the scoring as he tallied 8 points on
3 goals and 5 assists. Steve Feid
added 5 more goals to his quickly
growing season total, and the third
member of that high scoring attack, Greg Carey, picked up two.
The most pleasant surprise of the
afternoon was the two-goal
showing by reserve attackman Pete
Milliken.
The freshman phenomenon,
Scott Growney, whipped 4 goals
past the astounded Fairfield goalie,
and linemate Greg Madding also
notched one.
Strong defense by Bill Miller,
Mike Lansbury, and John Brigham

kept their hapless opponents from
doing much on offense, and when
the ball did get through, the quick
reflexes of Peter Lawson-Johnston,
who made over 20 saves on the
afternoon, prevented any Fairfield
threat.
The Bants were strong enough
to overcome controversial officiating resulting in a wave of Trin
penalties and emerge victorious
over MIT in Cambridge on
Saturday, 13-5. Peter LawsonJohnston was once again strong in
goal, making amazing saves at
crucial moments.
Steve Feid was first on the
scoring list with 5 goals, and Clint
Brown helped out from behind the
net with 4 assists. Greg Carey also
fired a bullet for a Trin point.
At midfield, it was Greg "Mad
Dog" Madding's day as he tallied 5
points on 4 goals and an assist. He
and his linemates, Scott Growney,
who notched 2 goals and an assist,

and Doug Bennett, who also added
an assist, were the nucleus of Trin's
tough offense all day. Bob Plumb
continued to play ball-control
lacrosse, as his winning ways on the
face-offs and fancy stickwork
• earned him an assist. His linemate,
John Rafferty, scored his second
goal of the season. Paul Votze and
Tom McGowan also performed
well at midfield.
The defensive corps were ably
led by Mike Lansbury, who had a
superb afternoon, and big Bill
Miller. Bob Shaw, working mostly
with the man-down unit, also
played a strong game.
Thursday's game against Holy
Cross was postponed due to poor
field conditions, and was played
yesterday-more on that next week.
Trin hopes to continue their string
of hard-fought victories as they
take on arch rival Wesleyan at 3
p.m. on Wednesday at HOME and
New Haven on Saturday AWAY.
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Greg Carey makes the long pass to a teammate.
photo by Peter Wilson

Crew Conquers Columbia
Trinity Retains
Mason-Downs Cup
For Fifth Straight Year
The Coaches and Players: all set on the sidelines.
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Trackmen Soak Williams 90-64
by Alex Magoun
The Trinity track team's theme
song last Wednesday afternoon was
"Singin' in the Rain." But the soggy
Bantams did much more than that,
as they dhrew, jumped, ran and
virtually swam to an upset 90-64
victory over an equally bedraggled
Williams squad. It is the first time
in the eight year history of the
rivalry that a Trinity team has
beaten the Ephmen,indoors or out.
The 40 degree temperature and
extremely high humidity obviated
any chance for records, but the
Bantams were not looking for any.
The Blue and Gold needed enough
points to fulfill a suspicion that
Williams was vincible, and they
received them through the efforts
of two sparkling individuals, and
the quality depth that nearly
caught Amherst last week.
Co-captain Bret Maclnnes keyed a
first place sweep of the jumping
events. Maclnnes stayed indoors to
lead the high jump with a 6-4
spring, and Jim D'angelo and Dave
Smith took the next two spots.
Maclnnes then went outside to
command the triple jump sweep in
41-5. Somewhere in between, he
placed second behind Rich Wang's
superb J6.2 time in the 120 high
hurdles, and has now scored 24
points in two meets. Dave Smith
also won the long jump by an inch
at 18-4, while Harvey Bumpers
finished third there and second in
the triple, where Mark Padden
landed three inches behind him for
a point.

Dave Biega led the first place
sweep of the dashes. In winning the
hundred in 10.7, Biega improved
his time by .2 seconds over his
Amherst finish. After he led off for
the 440 relay team (which lost, 46.6
to 46.5, on a botched hand-off,) the
junior breasted the 220 tape, 1
seconds ahead of aptly named Rick
Sprinthall for a one-two Trin win.
Peter Hoops and Bob Keyes did
likewise in the quarter.
These six events of sixteen
accounted for 46 Trinity points,
outweighing Williams's bulge in the
distance runs. Ephman Phil
Darrow won the half, as Dan Howe
faded to third, and the mile,
capping the Purple's only 1-2-3
finish of the day, while harriers
Frank Can and Mike Behrman
eased to first and second in the
three mile.
In the remaining events, the
Bantams either dominated or held
their own. Moose Poulin scored
three seconds in the discus, shot
put (43-6) and hammer to offset
Chuck Tanner's awesome ball 'n
chain throw of 175-3, while Jeff
Mather won the discus in 139-5 and
finished third in the shot and
hammer. Chip McKeehan chucked
the javelin an enviable 176-3,
adding his five points.
Vin Biletlo, third in the 100,
tried his legs at the 440 hurdles and
took second by nosing out John
Brannan. Meanwhile, in the Cage,
Pat Hallisey reached his season
goal of ten feet in the pole vault,

placing second ahead of Eric
Lewis.
Coach Rick Hazelton sent word
from his command post that the
meet's outcome depended on the
mile relay, to insure that "they
don't slack off." Nor did they, as
Bob Keyes led off, holding a
narrow lead until he exploded in
the last 110 yards to a 25 yard
margin. Alex Sherwood lengthened
the gap and handed off to the
freshman Hoops, who devastated
his opponent on the supersaturated
clay and gave the baton to Danny
Howe. Howe did not let up, and
anchored the squad to a
3:42.8;3:58.5 aquatic massacre.
Tail feathers: Some competitors
did not receive raincoats, which
did not aid their health or their
performances...Sprinter
Walter
Champion's hamstring pull did not
loosen Wednesday, with good
reason..Jeff Mather's record discus
throw qualifies him for the NCAA
Div. 3 championships at Central
Michigan, but financing is
unlikely...22 of 32 T&F Bantams
have scored a point in the two
meets...Understandably, Pres.
Lockwood did not attend the meet,
but he and everyone else are encouraged to appear next Saturday
afternoon at 4:00 for the Eastern
Conn, match, weather permitting.

MORE TRACK, BOTH MEN AND
WOMEN, CAN BE FOUND ON
PAGE 18.

by Steven W. Lloyd
An (over) confident Columbia
crew arrived at Bliss Boathouse last
Saturday and learned that Trinity
College can row with the best of
the "big leaguers." The event was
the annual Mason-Downs Regatta
on the Connecticut River, and
Trinity not only walked off with the
Cup, but with five of the six races
as well. Amid disparaging remarks
about the quality of Trinity's
facilities and the like, the Bantam
oarsmen bided their time to prove
their superiority where it really
counts—on the water.
Facing both a strong current
and equally strong head wind, the
oarsmen knew that they faced long
races. And the
freshman
heavyweight four with coxswain
faced the longest race of the day.
Although the freshman had turned
in some encouraging performances
during the previous week, they
were no match for the fours from
Columbia. The Lions took the lead
from the start and kept increasing
that lead right to th finish line,
where both the Columbia "A" and
"B" crews finished ahead of
Trinity.
But that was the end of the day
for Columbia. Once again in the
freshman lightweight
race,
Columbia jumped out to a slight
lead of two seats. But with less than
500 meters gone, Trinity took a
power ten and within a hundred
meters had a length lead which
they built on the entire way down
the course to win by over twenty
seconds.
In the Junior Varsity events, the
results were no different—except
at the start. In both the lightweight
and heavyweight races the Trinity

boats took the lead from the very
first stroke. Neither race was really
a contest after that stroke as the
Trinity eights just kept increasing
their advantages. When the races
were over, the JV lightweights had
finished 41 seconds and the JV
heavyweights an amazing 51
seconds ahead of their opponents.
In the next race, the Varsity
lightweights increased their season
record to 2-1 by crushing their
counterparts
from
Columbia.
Once again, the race was decided at
the very first stroke. When it was
all over, Trinity had covered the
course in a time of 7:24.3 with
Columbia following at 8:11-0.
Once again, the most exciting
race of the day was rowed by the
Varsity heavyweights. The winner
was to receive the Mason-Downs
Cup - named in honor of Norton
Downs, professor of history, and
John Mason. Trinity had retained
the cup for four straights years and
Columbia, coming off a big win
over MJ.T. the week before, was
sure it could end that string right
there. And after the start of the
race, it appeared that they were
about to do just that. After taking a
small advantage right after the
start, Columbia just kept moving
through Trinity. When they had a
lead of a length-and-a-half, the
Columbia coxswain informed his
crew that Trinity was "out of it.
But that turned out to be far fro©
the truth, for at that moment
Trinity started to move, and they
kept rightlon moving. Crossing tne
line, Trinity won the race and tW>
Mason-Downs Cup by ten seconds.
Next week the Bantams take to
the water against Conn.. College
and Wesleyan at Middletown.

